JFK: DISMANTLE THE ROGUE C.I.A.

MANY NSA AND C.I.A. WHISTLEBLOWERS CONFIRM JFK’S WARNING

WILL WE CHOOSE ACCOUNTABILITY TO GOD OR ENSLAVEMENT TO BULLIES?


The whistleblowers cited below confirm that the C.I.A., in likely collusion with the Chicago mob and Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, assassinated President Kennedy and covered it up. Of course, an age-old disinformation tactic labels such information as “conspiracy theory.” The tactic is repeated to this day because it works to discredit truth tellers. However, the fact is, President Kennedy was killed soon after making his statement to dismantle the C.I.A. Coincidence? In President Kennedy’s day, the official Deep State media narrative was controlled by the TV networks ABC, CBS and NBC. Today by contrast, cable news, as well as the alternative media, can now provide more truthful alternatives to the sycophant mainstream. As a result, America today has a unique historical opportunity to stop the global tyranny of this rogue C.I.A. before it completely takes over global communications infrastructure and snuffs out competitors.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/jfk-dismantle-rogue-cia.html
Racketeers are people who make money from a pattern of illegal activities.

(MAY 09, 2017)—Have Americans become cowards?

Is America’s Judeo-Christian spiritual heritage vanquished?

Are we so addicted to TV binge watching that we will sacrifice our Republic in exchange for perpetual titillation?

Why do we so readily ignore the destructive jihadi foundations of Islam? Why are we so accepting of the unholy alliance between the radical left and jihadi Islamists? Are these seemingly unlikely allies playing our traditional Judeo-Christian culture like a fiddle? (Yes.)

How many C.I.A. / FBI / NSA whistleblowers do we need before the American people will wake up and take action? Edward Snowden is just one of our patriots. This article highlights others below.

COURAGE

The video testimonies of the following NSA and C.I.A. senior whistleblower agents are available below:

1. FBI: Ted L. Gunderson
2. NSA: William Binney
3. CIA: Kevin Shipp
4. CIA: Robert David Steele
5. CIA: Susan Lindauer

Perhaps former decorated C.I.A. Agent Kevin Shiff said it best:

"The United States Constitution is the supreme law of the land. It supersedes every other law in the US criminal justice system and the judicial branch. That's worth remembering. When the US government violates the Constitution, they are committing multiple felonies based on the foundation of our government."

Regarding the C.I.A. secrecy and fraud: "The Founding Fathers wrote document after document after document saying the Constitution was created to protect the people from the tyranny of government because government will go evil every time. That's its nature."

"The Bill of Rights was not written to govern the people. It was written to protect the people from the tyranny of government.

... That's our government. They want us to be scared of them with this big mean face, but they're a bunch of little tiny bureaucrats pulling levers trying to make you afraid of them ... the only thing that is going to change this is courage."
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: “A REPUBLIC, IF YOU CAN KEEP IT.”

In an unprecedented departure from history, America’s Founders placed all political power in the hands of “We the People.”

America’s Founders implemented a radical departure from the rule of men. In the American Republic, all government activity derives its power from The People.

However, even Benjamin Franklin expressed some doubt about the will of We the People to maintain and nurture the responsibility that comes with power. When asked by a politically active Philadelphian, Mrs. Powel [this is the correct spelling], “What kind of government have you given us?” Mr. Franklin replied, “A Republic, if you can keep it.”

As Shipp emphasized, the U.S. Constitution was written to protect the People from the tyranny of government, not to protect government from the power of The People.

When The People fear the government, tyranny rules.

When the government fears the people, freedom rules.

FREEDOM IS NOT POLITICAL

However, the current state of affairs in America should raise the alarm for all freedom-loving people of every race, creed, color and political leaning left to right.

The pace of whistleblowing about an uncontrolled global spy state has increased exponentially. Do we really need more evidence than we already have?

Indeed President Kennedy warned about the dangers of our current surveillance state and collusion with the mainstream media “fake news” on Apr. 27, 1961: in his address to the American Newspaper Publishers Association:

> The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people inherently and historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret proceedings. We decided long ago that the dangers of excessive and unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers which are cited to justify it.

This post reviews some of the more prominent contemporary whistleblowers:
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FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL COMPROMISE

Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of the Scribd censorship:

1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW RICH ON THE BACKS OF AMERICAN INVENTORS
   Patent Office filings are shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony lawyers, banks and deep-pocket clients.

2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into supporting Obamacare by his ethical compromises in Leader v. Facebook?

3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP attorneys.

4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS substantial Facebook financial interests.

5. JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to disclose his Facebook financial interests and his reliance on Facebook's Cooley Godward LLP attorneys for his appointment.

BARACK OBAMA’S DARK POOLS OF CORRUPTION

Click to enlarge

CLICK HERE FOR WASHINGTON’S ETHICAL DISEASE DISCOVERIES RE. FACEBOOK "DARK POOLS"
FBI: TED L. GUNDERSON

FBI Special Agent In Charge Ted Gunderson was an FBI superstar. He was chief of the Dallas, Memphis and Los Angeles FBI Offices. He was a candidate for FBI Director in 1979. He spent his retirement exposing the profound corruption within the American intelligence community in collusion with the political and commercial establishment.

“Let me tell you something ladies and gentlemen, there are people in our government, a rogue outfit, whatever I’m not sure, who are actually behind these terrorist acts. The reason they’re behind terrorist acts is so they can pass bills like the Patriot Act. The reason the Congressmen and Senators vote for these stupid bills, stupid by our terms, in our definition, is because many of them have been set up and framed through sex and drugs.”

See TIMELINE - Ted L. Gunderson (May 12, 2005): People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet.

NSA: WILLIAM BINNEY

William Binney was the chief architect of the NSA system until 2001. He resigned after discovering that a secret group within the NSA was collecting metadata and content intelligence on American citizens in clear violation of the law that prohibits the NSA from spying on Americans.

W L. HUMANITY NEVER LEARN? Facebook’s Orwellian doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under Mao’s Red Star, Stalin’s SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler’s NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity. They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves to these privileges.

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!

LEADER TECHNOLOGIES
Inventor Protection Act (Proposed)

America needs to practice what it preaches. We have no business lecturing the world about free enterprise and the rule of law when we permit the investors in Ohio-based innovator Leader Technologies to go uncompensated for the risks they took to help invent social networking … — a technology upon which the President and U.S. government now rely.

— a technology stolen by the “Facebook Cabal” who recruited the federal courts and Patent Office into their club of corruption.

Click image above to download a poster-quality PDF optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger-size) poster. America should not be in the business of cheating its entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters buy off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such permissiveness is obscene.

LEADER V. FACEBOOK BACKGROUND

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaleineNow! has gone offline. All her posts are available as a PDF collection here (now updated, post-Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7, 2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd were deleted by that “cloud” service using the flimsiest of arguments. Some of our documents have been there for two years and some had almost 20,000 reads.

George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows one is in a totalitarian state when telling the
Americans for Innovation: JFK: Dismantle the Rogue C.I.A.

https://youtu.be/3kDliSTSOPA | Raw *.mp4 video file

See TIMELINE - William Binney (Oct. 31, 2001): People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet.

C.I.A.: KEVIN SHIPP

Kevin Shiff published From The Company of Shadows. He was a decorated C.I.A. officer who went on deadly assignments for our country. But, the higher he rose in the ranks, the more immoral and out of control he found the leadership to be.

"But the higher I got up in the Agency, the more I began to see illegal, unconstitutional, sometimes criminal activity that the Agency, and some other sectors of the shadow government, I call it, were doing things that were illegal and unconstitutional . . . It is almost too late to stop what is now a post-constitutional government."

See TIMELINE - Kevin Shipp (Aug. 05, 2016): People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet.

C.I.A.: ROBERT DAVID STEELE

Robert David Steele was a C.I.A. Agent from 1979-1993. He wrote the Marine Corp Master Intelligence Plan and is widely publicized having authored eight books.

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as one of the most corrupt law firms in America

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/jfk-dismantle-rogue-cia.html
It had never occurred to me that our entire intelligence community was a fraud. Never mind all the atrocities, OK? Never mind the drone assassination program that kills 98% innocents, or the torture and rendition program, or the fact that we bribe people for a living, OK? Never mind all that. The fact is the U.S. intelligence community is a fraud. And now, it’s a dangerous fraud because, since 9/11, NSA has basically been surveilling, spying on all U.S. politicians, and CIA has been blackmailing U.S. politicians, including Senator John McCain and Senator Lindsey Graham.

See TIMELINE - Robert David Steele (Apr. 17, 2017): People you trusted are now hijacking the Internet.

C.I.A.: SUSAN LINDAUER

Susan Lindauer was a C.I.A. Asset. She was the liaison between the U.S. government and the Libyan and Iraqi governments, via their UN Missions, at the time when the U.S. did not have formal diplomatic contacts. She revealed that it was common knowledge within the senior Bush Administration that plans were being made to fly jets into the World Trade Center as early as April 2001. She further testified that demolition explosives were placed inside the Towers to ensure their controlled collapse. She agrees with FBI Agent In Charge Ted Gunderson that the World Trade Center was intended to be a Pearl Harbor-like event to push passage of The Patriot Act.

Above all, to understand why 9/11 was an ‘inside job,’ it’s critical to understand that its completion resulted from opposing forces colliding against each other - one side working

https://player.vimeo.com/video/221581137 | Raw *.mp4 video file | STEELE TRANSCRIPT & RESUME

https://youtu.be/Nh8ZFf6S484 | Raw *.mp4 video file | TRANSCRIPT & RESUME

Ohio State’s President Michael V. Drake Mired In Personal Conflicts of Interest

Trustees and Provost promote learning technology that benefits trustee clients and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing Writers | Opinion

OSU Band Investigation Unearths Surprise Trustee Collusion In Patent Theft

Breaking News, Sep. 3, 2014, 10:05am OSU Trustee President, Jeffrey Wadsworth, “counterattacks” the Band Alumni leadership T...

Governor John Kasich Holds Much Stock In OSU Trustee Private Interests

Governor’s trustee appointments reveal strong bias toward protecting his investments Contributing Writers | Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...

Firing of OSU Band Leader Exposes Corruption At Battelle Labs, Patent Office, NSA

Trustee president, doles out OSU contracts to Facebook Cartel thru his McBee Strategic LLC lobbyis...

Massive Washington Corruption Exposed By Leader V. Facebook

Bi-partisan citizen group appeals to Congress to RESTORE property confiscated by widespread federal corruption incl. interference by Nancy...
HOPELESSLY BRAINWASHED, OR READY TO FIGHT FOR OUR RIGHTS?

Will humanity turn over its will to this global technocratic tyranny?

Is humanity already so brainwashed by the mainstream media and education propaganda machines that this tyranny is an inevitability?

Time will tell.

The Bible in The Book of Genesis 1:27 says human beings are made in the image and after the likeness of God:

"And God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He created them."

RESPECT

Since the stamp of the Almighty is imprinted on the heart of every human being, that person is deserving of respect for that image of God stamped on his or her soul, no matter who they are. This is a theological essence of both Judaism and Christianity.

BY CONTRAST, TO A TECHNOCRAT YOU ARE A WASTE OF AIR, SOIL AND WATER

Technocratic tyrants are on record as believing the exact opposite to the Judeo-Christian view of humankind.

They reject God. They praise Lucifer. They believe human beings are mere lumps of flesh. These self-described “elites” use pedophilia, including child sodomy and sacrifice to feed their lusts. They intentionally contaminate vaccines and infuse the atmosphere with harmful aerosols in jet streams (now admitted by C.I.A. Director Brennan) as experiments in weather warfare for depopulation. The virtues of character are turned upside down as mechanisms of deception and control.

These tyrannies are not new; they have been with us since the dawn of time.
What is different today is the ability of these people to control information flow digitally. This control of the Internet is quickly devolving humans into a jellyfish existence.

Have we become too tolerant of intolerance?

The future of our Republic is in your hands. Will you act to stop it? Or, will you excuse this misconduct and just hope it goes away so you don’t have to deal with it?

"POST–CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT . . . IN A TYRANNICAL FORM"

These whistleblowers have all said the same thing: a rogue C.I.A. runs America. Kevin Shipp believes "It is almost too late to stop what is a post-constitutional government. The People are no longer ruling our country. The government in a tyrannical form is now ruling the people by subversion, force and fear."

Will you muster the courage to resist, or will you just let it happen? What kind of world will you leave for your family and friends? Do you want "He/she did nothing while America was destroyed" on your tombstone?

"LET YOUR LIGHT SHINE"

For those Christians who believe they should withdraw from this fight and pray in a closet, we remind you of Christ’s words in the Gospel of Matthew 5:15-16:

"Neither do people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house. In the same way, let your light shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in heaven."

Prayer takes many forms. We posit that it is a combination of praying on your knees, speaking out with your voice, and taking action with your feet. Indeed, St. James wrote: "Faith without works is dead." James 2:14-26.

Choose wisely. The future of the American Republic hangs in the balance.

* * *
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COMMENT

Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to view comment on this post. On about Dec. 05, 2016, Google began blocking comments to this blog. However, if you email your comment to a secure email website we have established at:: afi@leader.com we’ll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.

108 comments:

K. Craine May 11, 2017 at 1:49 PM
Email comment by GH:


Following FBI Director James Comey’s termination Tuesday, many called on President Trump to hire a new agency head that will seek to prosecute former presidential candidate Hillary Clinton.

Political adviser and longtime confidante Roger Stone voiced his support for the administration to move offensively against the former secretary of state.


Reply

K. Craine May 11, 2017 at 1:53 PM

Roger Stone gives Alex Jones the inside scoop about what precipitated the firing of known Clinton operative James Comey.

Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/UsxqASU_jCQ

Reply

K. Craine May 11, 2017 at 1:58 PM
Email comment by CM:

Donald J. Trump. (May 11, 2017). The Democrats should be ashamed. This is a disgrace! #DrainTheSwamp. Twitter,

Full tweet:
President Donald Trump said Thursday he’d planned to fire FBI Director James Comey, regardless of a recommendation memo coming from Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, and that the decision had been made.

“There’s no good time to do it, by the way,” Trump told NBC News’ Lester Holt in an excerpt from an interview that will air in full Thursday evening.

“Look, he’s a showboat, he’s a grandstander. The FBI has been in turmoil. You know that, I know that. Everybody knows that. [The FBI] has been in turmoil, you know that, I know that, everybody knows that. You take a look at the FBI, a year ago, it was in virtual turmoil, less than a year ago. It hasn’t recovered from that.”

Full story:

K. Craine  May 11, 2017 at 2:13 PM
Email comment by GH:


ABC has canceled Tim Allen's Last Man Standing sitcom despite good ratings, leaving some to wonder whether the show was canned because of Allen's conservative politics.

Allen made headlines back in March when he appeared on Jimmy Kimmel Live! to remark on how conservatives have to keep quiet about any kind of pro-Trump leanings.

"I'm not kidding. You gotta be real careful around here. You get beat up if you don't believe what everybody believes," said Allen.

"This is like '30s Germany," he joked. "I don't know what happened. If you're not part of the group, 'You know what we believe is right,' I go, 'Well, I might have a problem with that.'"

Full story:

K. Craine  May 11, 2017 at 2:17 PM
Email comment by DH:


In Part One of this series, I explored the fact that it is entirely likely that Attorney General, Jeff Sessions, will pursue criminal charges for child-trafficking against former Obama administration senior officials and the former disgraced and very perverted Congressman, Anthony Weiner, and his wife, former Deputy to Hillary Clinton, Huma Abedin, will be leveraged to turn state’s evidence against these soon-to-be disgraced and hopefully incarcerated officials.

In Part Two, I point out that these former senior Obama administration huma-abedin-anthony-weiner-marriageofficials have much more to worry about than the so-called “Pizzagate” allegations involving trafficking. The corruption that is revealed in the following paragraphs is complete, proveable and worthy of long prison sentences. The ironic thing about this report is that the core of the information has been publicly accessible since July of last year.

Full story:

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See disclosure of substantial holdings in Facebook and Facebook-related stocks. Judge Moore failed to follow the long-held precedent for testing on-sale bar evidence in Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc.—an evident and intentional omission coming from a former patent law professor. After debunking all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, Judge Moore created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, member of the three-judge panel in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Wallach is not a patent attorney. This begs the question as to why a judge with no knowledge of patent law was assigned to the case. Would anyone ask a dentist to perform brain surgery? The Federal Circuit was specially formed to appoint patent-knowldegable judges to patent cases. There is no evidence so far in the judicial disclosures that Judge Wallach holds stock in Facebook, although when he was asked on a motion to disclose potential Facebook holdings and other conflicts of interest, he refused along with the other judges. See Motion to Disclose Conflicts of Interest. Judge Wallach continued in silence even after Clerk of Court Horbaly failed to provide him with Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's motions (according to his Federal Circuit staffer Valeri White), and yet the Clerk signed an order regarding that motion on Judge Wallach's behalf for a different matter.
K. Craine  May 11, 2017 at 2:39 PM

Email comment by DH:


Donald Trump Jr. apparently re-tweeted a Vince Foster tweet stating the fact that Bill Clinton fired the FBI director the day before Foster was suicided....

What's interesting is that just a month ago, Trump was reportedly furious with Comey for botching the case of Foster's exhumed body (ordered by Trey Gowdy) where it shows two shots to the back of the head of Foster.

Why is Vince Foster so important. Well, some say he was going to blow the lid on WACO, and since WACO led to the OK City Murray building bombing, which destroyed the evidence from WACO, it's a pretty big deal.

Full story:


Reply

K. Craine  May 11, 2017 at 2:46 PM

Email comment by DH:


Have you had your tap water evaluated? Unless you like being exposed to cancer and other fatal diseases, you may wish to do so. The report on the nation’s drinking water is shocking. The following information will anger and alarm you.

Full story:


Reply

K. Craine  May 11, 2017 at 2:52 PM

Email comment by Dr. William B. Mount.


Elites of this world - Be very afraid.

Those who are above the handlers of the Presidents.

Those who run the 13 banking families of this planet (7 Major, 6 Minor)

Council of 45 +1 - be very afraid.

When you put out a Hit on Trump offering $150 Million in Bitcoins to kill President Trump you set in motion a series of events that will mean you either repent or will be dealt with directly by GOD.

Your third tier down FBI Agent in charge of the Dark Web, in coordination with the NSA Agents he works with, just went insane and is now exposing all of your flanks.

When he is brought in for questioning he will tell all - he is an administrator - not a field agent.

He will be easy to identify - working at the Third Tier Down and traveling to either a house or office near Wheeling West Virginia - not hard to track.

Besides

Everyone knows that if you kill a Hard Target like a President you too will be killed.


Donald Trump Jr. apparently re-tweeted a Vince Foster tweet stating the fact that Bill Clinton fired the FBI director the day before Foster was suicided....
Dead Men Tell No Tales

If you, in any way, incapacitate President Trump then you will release Vice President Pence and he is no Pussy Cat - he did not get to be the governor of Indiana by being soft in the political world.

He will tear you to pieces or face death himself. You will have cornered a Tiger.

The best Allie you have right now is President Trump. Your attempt on his life on the 22nd - in 11 days - will fail.

Your best bet is to work with him instead of against him or face the wrath of hundreds of US Generals now moving into the Political World through the President's Make America Great Again Organization.

Full story:
http://beforeitsnews.com/power-elite/2017/05/elites-be-very-afraid-2452759.html

K. Craine  May 12, 2017 at 5:35 AM
Email comment by GH:

James O'Keefe. (May 11, 2017). JOURNALIST CREDITED WITH UNCOVERING MASS VOTER FRAUD VOWS TO AID TRUMP PROBE - Project Veritas to provide "troves of footage" proving voter fraud is real. Infowars.

Following President Trump's announcement of a voter fraud task force, journalist James O'Keefe vowed to aid the administration.

James O'Keefe @JamesOKeefeIII
We have troves of footage proving that #voterfraudisreal, and we would be happy to cooperate with @POTUS's voter fraud probe. 1:54 PM - 11 May 2017
918 918 Retweets 1,426 1,426 likes

"We have troves of footage proving that #voterfraudisreal, and we would be happy to cooperate with @POTUS's voter fraud probe," a tweet from O'Keefe Thursday reads.

O'Keefe's media outlet Project Veritas was credited during the 2016 US presidential election with taking down Democrat party "dark operatives" who were paid to stage violence at rallies and blame Trump supporters. As a result two operatives, Robert Creamer and Scott Foval, were fired.

A subsequent exposé released days after Project Veritas' first report also caught Clinton campaign operatives scheming on how to "successfully commit voter fraud on a massive scale."

Full story:

K. Craine  May 12, 2017 at 6:02 AM
Email comment by GH:

Alex Jones. (May 11, 2017) SUSAN RICE UNMASKED, FEARFUL LAWYERS SEEK IMMUNITY - Rice and other Democrats living in fear after Comey's firing. Infowars.

After James Comey was fired by President Trump, Susan Rice's lawyers begin to make plans to protect themselves from legal repercussion.

Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/susan-rice-unmasked-fearful-lawyers-seek-immunity/
News just broke that President Trump is dismissing the director of the FBI, James Comey. Comey will inevitably be remembered for the controversial role he played in the 2016 presidential election, where his agency conducted surveillance of the Trump campaign as well as investigated the Clinton camp for mishandling classified materials, giving both sides arguments for how the FBI ultimately swayed the vote. But even before the 2016 campaign, the FBI endured a number of humiliations under Comey's tenure. Most damning were revelations that the FBI was generally aware of almost every terrorist who successfully struck America over the last eight years.

Here are 10 of Comey's biggest embarrassments at the FBI:

1. Before he bombed the Boston Marathon, the FBI interviewed Tamerlan Tsarnaev but let him go. Russia sent the Obama Administration a second warning, but the FBI opted against investigating him again.

2. Shortly after the NSA scandal exploded in 2013, the FBI was exposing conducting its own data mining on innocent Americans; the agency, Bloomberg reported, retains that material for decades (even if no wrongdoing is found).

3. The FBI had possession of emails sent by Nidal Hasan saying he wanted to kill his fellow soldiers to protect the Taliban -- but didn't intervene, leading many critics to argue the tragedy that resulted in the death of 31 Americans at Fort Hood could have been prevented.

4. During the Obama Administration, the FBI claimed that two private jets were being used primarily for counterterrorism, when in fact they were mostly being used for Eric Holder and Robert Mueller's business and personal travel.

5. When the FBI demanded Apple create a “backdoor” that would allow law enforcement agencies to unlock the cell phones of various suspects, the company refused, sparking a battle between the feds and America's biggest tech company. What makes this incident indicative of Comey's questionable management of the agency is that a) The FBI jumped the gun, as they were indeed ultimately able to crack the San Bernardino terrorist's phone, and b) Almost every other major national security figure sided with Apple (from former CIA Director General Petraeus to former CIA Director James Woolsey to former director of the NSA, General Michael Hayden), warning that such a “crack” would inevitably wind up in the wrong hands.

6. In 2015, the FBI conducted a controversial raid on a Texas political meeting, finger printing, photographing, and seizing phones from attendees (some in the group believe in restoring Texas as an independent constitutional republic).

7. During its investigation into Hillary Clinton’s mishandling of classified material, the FBI made an unusual deal in which Clinton aides were both given immunity and allowed to destroy their laptops.

8. The father of the radical Islamist who detonated a backpack bomb in New York City in 2016 alerted the FBI to his son’s radicalization. The FBI, however, cleared Ahmad Khan Rahami after a brief interview.

9. The FBI also investigated the terrorist who killed 49 people and wounded 53 more at the Pulse Nightclub in Orlando, Fla. Despite a more than 10-month investigation of Omar Mateen -- during which Mateen admitting lying to agents -- the FBI opted against pressing further and closed its case.

10. CBS recently reported that when two terrorists sought to kill Americans attending the “Draw Muhammad” event in Garland, Texas, the FBI not only had an understanding an attack was coming, but actually had an undercover agent traveling with the Islamists. Elton Simpson and Nadir Soofi. The FBI has refused to comment on why the agent on the scene did not intervene during the attack.

Full story:
http://linkis.com/AO9Ab
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CORRUPTION WATCH LIST

Faces of the Facebook Corruption (PDF)
(currently being updated after the Fri. Mar. 7, 2014)
Scribd censorship of this document:

Here is the cast of characters in Leader v. Facebook. We encourage you to report their corrupt activities to this site and others, like Lawless America. Feel free to communicate anonymously in any way in which you are most comfortable. The attempt of these people and their organizations to corrupt American justice and commerce cannot be tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them. See Congressional Briefings (currently being updated after Scribd censored the documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).
Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:

Sharyl Attkisson. (May 11, 2017). 12 TIMES DEMS, REPBUS SAID NO EVIDENCE OF TRUMP-RUSSIA COLLUSION; 10 TIMES PEOPLE CLAIMED THERE WAS. Full Measure.

To date, scandalous accusations of treason against Trump haven’t borne out Incendiary claims unsupported by public evidence after 10 months of probes

The following is a news analysis

It’s too early to call it a closed case, because various investigations into Russian influence in the 2016 campaign and links to Trump associates continue. That reportedly includes probes by the FBI, Republican-led congressional committees, and the military. The FBI has largely stayed mum on its work. But yesterday, President Trump claimed James Comey, as FBI Director, personally told him he was not under investigation.

It’s significant that no evidence of wrongdoing by Trump has publicly surfaced long after the sourcing trail of the dossier was so poor, that the entire file was excluded from an intelligence community assessment in January.

This week, Former Defense Intelligence Agency chief James Clapper told Congress that opposition research compiled by Trump political opponents.

prostitution. But it turns out the dossier wasn’t an intelligence report; it was campaign allegations of treasonous behavior was a “dossier” peddled to the media and published in January. It made lurid claims about Trump ties to Russia, involving bribery and

Yet despite the persistent dearth of evidence, there’s been no widespread backtracking to not see what is happening and is unfolding right before our eyes.

Some people simply call it Karma, or, just good ole’ fashion revenge, but I take great

It’s significant that no evidence of wrongdoing by Trump has publicly surfaced long after the sourcing trail of the dossier was so poor, that the entire file was excluded from an intelligence community assessment in January.

Yet despite the persistent dearth of evidence, there’s been no widespread backtracking to not see what is happening and is unfolding right before our eyes.

None of that “God-stuff” for me is a frequent refrain of people who visit websites like the one you are on now as you read the following article. For the more secular among us, you cannot deny that the evil of of many of our leaders is on display for all to see, or who have the courage to see. One would have to be afflicted with the worst case of cognitive dissonance to not see what is happening and is unfolding right before our eyes.

The globalist-serving minions in Congress are desperately trying to remove President Trump over some mythical treason allegations connected to treason. Why? Because they see inevitable coming. Soon, those who with horribly depraved life-styles, one that involves victimizing children, will soon be held accountable.

Before the secular types dismiss the following as random, religious ramblings, you might want to consider that the Bible foretold exactly what is happening right now. Here are a couple of examples.

Romans 12:19
19 Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath: for it is written, Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord.

Some people simply call it Karma, or, just good ole’ fashion revenge, but I take great comfort and delight that evil does not get a pass from the Lord. And the older I get, the more I see the Lord’s scale of justice being carried out in His time. Steve Quayle once told me that Donald Trump is God’s special prosecutor and that in the end days, all the sins of the leaders will be revealed.

Full story:

https://sharylattkisson.com/11-times-dems-repubs-said-no-evidence-of-trump-russia-collusion-10-times-people-claimed-there-was/

K. Craine  May 12, 2017 at 9:05 AM

Email comment by JM/CT:


THE EVIL WITHIN

None of that “God-stuff” for me is a frequent refrain of people who visit websites like the one you are on now as you read the following article. For the more secular among us, you cannot deny that the evil of of many of our leaders is on display for all to see, or who have the courage to see. One would have to be afflicted with the worst case of cognitive dissonance to not see what is happening and is unfolding right before our eyes.

The globalist-serving minions in Congress are desperately trying to remove President Trump over some mythical treason allegations connected to treason. Why? Because they see inevitable coming. Soon, those who with horribly depraved life-styles, one that involves victimizing children, will soon be held accountable.

Before the secular types dismiss the following as random, religious ramblings, you might want to consider that the Bible foretold exactly what is happening right now. Here are a couple of examples.

Romans 12:19
19 Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath: for it is written, Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord.

Some people simply call it Karma, or, just good ole’ fashion revenge, but I take great comfort and delight that evil does not get a pass from the Lord. And the older I get, the more I see the Lord’s scale of justice being carried out in His time. Steve Quayle once told me that Donald Trump is God’s special prosecutor and that in the end days, all the sins of the leaders will be revealed.

Full story:

https://sharylattkisson.com/11-times-dems-repubs-said-no-evidence-of-trump-russia-collusion-10-times-people-claimed-there-was/

A. Facebook’s law firms:

1. Fenwick & West LLP (Facebook securities and patent law firm; former Leader Technologies counsel; attempted an appearance in Leader v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts waiver from Leader prior to representing Facebook)

2. Cooley Godward LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; McRae Strategic energy stimulus partner; Obama Justice Dept. advisor; former employer to patent judges)

3. Blank & Lerman LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; former employer to patent judges)

4. White & Case LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; undisclosed former employer to Patent Office Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) officer involved in Leader v. Facebook)

5. Gibson Dunn LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; undisclosed counsel to the Federal Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief Justice John Roberts, Jr.; undisclosed former employer to Pretestinder (“Preet”) Bharara, U.S. Attorney currently persecuting Paul Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia (Ceglia v. Zuckerberg))

6. Orrick Herrington & Lehman LLP (longtime Facebook law firm and destroyer of evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss v. Zuckerberg and ConnectU v. Facebook)

7. Weil Gotshal LLP (Federal Circuit counsel in Leader v. Facebook; Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s undisclosed former client)

8. Latham & Watkins LLP (Facebook Director James W. Breyer’s counsel; Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s husband, Matthew J. Moore’s new law firm)

9. Federal Circuit Bar Association (“FCBA”) (Federal Circuit’s bar association; second largest in the U.S.; Facebook’s law firms exert much influence in its policy and activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP, Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick Herrington LLP, Weil Gotshal LLP; Facebook’s large shareholder, Microsoft, is a director; Federal Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is an officer; FCBA made an appearance in Leader v. Facebook to oppose the amicus curiae (friend of the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam, former Director of Network Architecture at Sun Microsystems, in favor of Leader Technologies and objecting to the evident conflicts of interest within the court itself, her motion was denied, the judges refused to disclose their conflicts which we now know include Facebook and Microsoft stocks)

10. DC Bar Association

11. Perkins Coie LLP (Facebook’s "rapid response enforcement team," law firm for Obama’s chief counsels, the husband and wife team of Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn; Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013 as having directed the IRS targeting of the Tea Party)

12. Stroz Friedberg (Facebook’s “forensic expert” who manipulated the data in Paul Ceglia v. Mark Zuckerberg, and who first revealed the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard
Via The Daily Caller with the exclusive scoop:

"This is a textbook case where a grand jury should have convened but was not. That is appalling," an FBI special agent who has worked public corruption and criminal cases said.

"We talk about it in the office and don’t know how Comey can keep going."

The agent was also surprised that the bureau did not bother to search Clinton’s house during the investigation...

Full story:


Full story:
https://wikileaks.org/vault7/#AfterMidnight

K. Craine  May 12, 2017 at 11:55 AM
Email comment by Tom Fitton:


On Thursday, May 11, 2017, Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton appeared on “Tucker Carlson Tonight” on the Fox News Channel to discuss how President Trump’s firing of FBI Director James Comey could spur a new review into the Hillary Clinton email scandal.

Full story [VIDEO]:

K. Craine  May 12, 2017 at 2:37 PM
Email comment by GH:


“AfterMidnight” allows operators to dynamically load and execute malware payloads on a target machine. The main controller disguises as a self-“AfterMidnight” allows operators to dynamically load and execute malware payloads on a target machine. The main controller disguises as a self-

...
K. Craine  May 12, 2017 at 2:48 PM

Email comment by GH:


FBI agents say the bureau is alarmed over Director James Comey deciding not to suggest that the Justice Department prosecute Hillary Clinton over her mishandling of classified information.

According to an interview transcript given to The Daily Caller, provided by an intermediary who spoke to two federal agents with the bureau last Friday, agents are frustrated by Comey’s leadership.

Full story:


Reply

K. Craine  May 12, 2017 at 2:50 PM

Email comment by GH:


WASHINGTON, D.C. - If the Democrats in Congress are serious about Russian interference in U.S. elections, a look in the mirror is recommended.

For anyone familiar with the McCarthy era, it is mind-boggling to hear the Democrats (who have supported Russia since the 1917 Revolution) engaging in “red-baiting” against President Trump.

In 1968, the Kremlin decided that the Republican presidential candidate that year, Richard Nixon, was “profoundly anti-Soviet” and must be prevented from becoming president.

Full story:


Reply

K. Craine  May 12, 2017 at 2:56 PM

Email comment by GH:

MALWAREINT MalwareTech botnet tracker!

Full site:

https://intel.malwaretech.com/

Reply

K. Craine  May 13, 2017 at 5:50 AM

Email comment by GH:

DeplorableDoug Smith (@jeep_sifu) tweeted at 4:22 PM on Fri, May 12, 2017:

Gives him too much credit. Obama was a puppet, a weakling and a coward. Lead from behind was not a choice. It’s all he could do.

GRAPHIC:

https://twitter.com/jeep_sifu/status/863172440939266048/s=09

70. Pinchus M. Lafer (Sr. Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
71. Kimberly Jordan (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
72. Daniel J. Ryman (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
73. William J. Stoffel (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
74. James C. Payne (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
75. Deandra M. Hughes (Examiner, Leader v. Facebook reexamination)
76. Kathryn Walsh Siehndel (POIA Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and conflicts log concealed)
77. Dennis C. Blair (Director, U.S. National Intelligence)
78. Dennis F. Saylor, IV (Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, FISA)
79. James E. Boaseberg (Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, FISA)

C. Facebook puppet masters:

81. President Barack Obama (appointed Leonard P. Stark to the judge’s seat in Delaware Federal District Court eight days after Stark’s court allowed Facebook to get away with jury and court manipulation of an on-sale bar verdict which was attained without a single piece of hard evidence; Barack and Michelle Obama were evidently protecting their 47 million “likes” on Facebook)

82. Lawrence “Larry” Summers (Harvard President who aided Zuckerberg’s light-speed rise to prominence with unprecedented Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama bailout chief; Clinton Treasury Secretary; World Bank Chief Economist; “Special Advisor” to Marc Andreesen in Instagram; co-creator of the current Russian robber baron economy; close 20-year relationships with protégés Sheryl Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in recommendations that created the Russian robber baron economy—and Yuri Milner/DST/Asmanov’s money used to purchase Facebook stock)

83. James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP; Facebook director; client of Fenwick & West LLP since the 1990’s; apparently received technology from other Fenwick clients that was shuffled to Zuckerberg, incl. Leader Technologies’ inventions)

84. David Plouffe; directed Obama’s 2008 and 2012 campaigns; a self-described “statistics nerd;” likely directed the activities of the
GLOBALISTS ARE ON THE MOVE (TO STAY AHEAD OF THE SHERIFF).

OTHER MESSAGE: THE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS MAY BE CRIMINALLY LIABLE FOR ALLOWING THEIR SYSTEMS TO BECOME SO VULNERABLE BY ONLY CONTRACTING WITH GLOBALIST COMPUTER SUPPLIERS (MICROSOFT, ORACLE, IBM, EMC, APPLE, SAP, WIND RIVER, INTEL, SYMANTEC, XEROX, MICRON TECHNOLOGY, QUALCOMM, GOOGLE, FACEBOOK, TWITTER, ETC.). ***THEY PUT THEMSELVES IN THIS POSITION, AND THIS EVERYBODY***

Joe Uchill. (May 12, 2017). Global ransomware attack using stolen NSA tool hits 74 countries. The Hill.

A massive international ransomware campaign apparently using hacking tools stolen from the NSA struck computers across the world Friday, shuttering British hospitals and hobbling a Spanish telecom.

As many as 74 countries in all were hit by the attack.

The ransomware, named “WanaCrypt0r 2.0,” appears to use the stolen NSA Windows hacking tool “Eternal Blue.” Ransomware makes computers or files unusable until a victim pays a ransom.

One antivirus company alone reported capturing tens of thousands of instances of the apparently enormous ransomware attack.

“We have observed a massive peak in WanaCrypt0r 2.0 attacks today, with more than 36,000 detections, so far,” Avast Threat Lab Team Lead Jakub Krouštek said in a statement.

Full story:

---

MUST WATCH VIDEO !!!

Catherine Austin Fitts, Alex Jones. (May 04, 2017). CAN TRUMP PRESERVE PROSPEROUS ECONOMY? Open Mind / Alex Jones / Infowars.

By taking money from the criminals, a good deed has been performed.

This is a profound explanation of the Congressional budget and why it can’t be balanced. In short, $11.5 Trillion dollars have gone ‘missing’ since 1998. It has flowed basically into criminal enterprises that are combinations of government, NGO, banking, and criminal cartels that are working in lockstep to ‘fleece’ the American Republic of its wealth. This is a profound and succinct explanation that there are two distinct governments in America—the one we see as the charade, and the ‘real on in power’, which is totally criminal.

Full story [VIDEO]:
https://youtu.be/a_DNKhPfelk

---

Facebook Club; employed Robert F. Bauer, Perkins Coie LLP in 2000 at the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee
85. McBe pres Strategic (one of the main “private” arms responsible for doling out the billions in Obama “green energy” stimulus funds; partnered with Cooley Godward LLP)
86. Mike Sheehy (Cooley-McBee Strategic principal; former National Security Adviser to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi)
87. Nancy Pelosi (U.S. Congresswoman; appears to be running political cover in the House for Facebook, McBe Strategic, Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West, Breyers, etc.)
88. Harry Reid (U.S. Senator; Judge Evan J. Wallach patron)
89. Thomas J. Kim (SEC, Chief Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved Facebook's 500-shareholder exemption on Oct. 14, 2007, one day after it was submitted by Fenwick & West LLP; Facebook used this exemption to sell $3 billion insider stock to the Russians Alisher Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital Sky, Mail.ru which pumped Facebook's pre-IPO valuation to $100 billion; another Harvard grad, Kim worked at Latham & Watkins LLP which was the chief lobbyist for the National Venture Capital Association in 2002-2004 whose Chairman was . . . James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP; in other words Breyer and Kim, both Harvard grads, were associated at the time of the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of Leader Technologies' software code)
90. Ping Li (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg handler)
91. Jim Swartz (Accel Partners; Zuckerberg handler)
92. Sheryl K. Sandberg (Facebook, Summers protégé, Facebook director)
93. Yuri Milner (DST aka Digital Sky, Summers protégé; former Bank Menatep executive; Facebook director)
94. Alisher Asmanov (DST aka Digital Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of the Kremlin; Became the Richest Man in Russia after the Facebook IPO)
95. Marc L. Andreessen (Zuckerberg coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP and Christopher P. King aka Christopher-Charles King aka Christopher King aka Christopher-Charles P. King; Summers’ sponsor during Instagram-scam; Facebook director)
96. Peter Thiel (19-year old Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; Facebook director; CEO, Clarion Capital)
97. Clarion Capital (Peter Thiel)
98. Reid G. Hoffman (19-year old Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; LinkedIn; Facebook director)
99. Richard W. olpert (Accel Partners)
100. Robert Ketterson (Fidelity Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners; Fidelity Ventures Telecommunications & Technology)
101. David Kilpatrick (Business Insider; “The Facebook Effect”; PR cleanse-meister re. Facebook copyright)
Email comment by Joseph Farah:

Staff. (May 14, 2017). AGAIN! MCCAIN OPPOSES TRUMP, THIS TIME ON TRADE - Trade rep confirmed, but not without dissent from Republicans. WND.

Once again, a headline-hungry Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., is making waves by opposing the president, the leader of his party. But this time, the battle didn’t go the way the media’s favorite Republican was hoping.

President Trump’s top-level team is finally complete, as Robert Lighthizer, Trump’s nominee for the Cabinet-level position of United States Trade Representative, was finally confirmed by the Senate. Lighthizer won a resounding 82-14 vote, with many Democrats crossing the aisle to support Trump’s nominee.

But Lighthizer faced strong opposition from some Republicans, notably from Sens. McCain of Arizona, Ben Sasse of Nebraska and Cory Gardner of Colorado. McCain and Sasse slammed Lighthizer in a joint letter for supposedly failing “to reassure us that you understand the North American Free Trade Agreement’s [NAFTA’s] positive economic benefits to our respective states and the nation as a whole.”

The senators also blasted Lighthizer’s “vocal advocacy for protectionist shifts in our trade policies.”

Full story:
http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/again-mccain-opposes-trump-this-time-on-trade/

Reply

K. Craine May 14, 2017 at 4:37 AM

Email comment by GH:


FBI INSIDERS ARE UPSET OVER THE DECISION TO NOT CHARGE HILLARY CLINTON OVER HER EMAIL SCANDAL AND BELIEVE THAT BILL CLINTON STRUCK A DEAL WITH LORETTA LYNCH IN THE SKETCHY PLANE MEETING THEY HAD.

In the time leading up to the FBI's decision to not charge Hillary Clinton over her email scandal her husband Bill Clinton had a sketchy meeting with Loretta Lynch on a plane. When they were confronted about this suspicious meeting, they claimed that it was just to talk about golf and grandchildren. That was an obvious lie.

Full story:
http://www.dailyinsidernews.com/politics/clinton-deal-lynch-plane-meeting/

Reply

K. Craine May 14, 2017 at 4:10 AM

Email comment by GH:


As reported earlier — A massive amount of data on 47 hard drives from a government whistle blower was turned over to the Freedom Watch group recently. The information proves Obama and company spied on everyone.

Freedom Watch notifies congress of a “Deep State“ intelligence community whistle blower, Dennis Montgomery, with hundreds of millions of documents showing CIA and FBI and Intelligence Committees were spying on, and conducting surveillance on, American citizens for political purposes.

Mr. Montgomery is trying to use a legal “whistle-blower” process and not follow the same approach as Edward Snowden.

In a new report coming from Big League Politics by way of whistleblower Dennis Montgomery, it was revealed that Comey acquired this evidence of government surveillance of Donald Trump before he became President.

102. Zynga/Group/LinkedIn/Square/Instagram (“Facebook Money/Credits/Bitcoin“ feeder companies)

103. Tesla Motors (received $465 million in Obama stimulus funds and hired Cooley’s Michael Rhodes in the seven months before the Leader v. Facebook trial, just before veteran Judge Joseph Farman made the surprise announcement of his retirement, just six days after Facebook’s disastrous Markman Hearing)

104. Solyndra (received $535 million in Obama stimulus at the recommendation of the Cooley-McBee Strategic “consulting” alliance)

105. BrightSource (received $1.6 billion in Obama stimulus at the recommendation of the Cooley-McBee Strategic “consulting” alliance)

106. John P. Breyer (father of James W. Breyer; founder of IDG Capital Partners - China; coached his son on exploiting Western markets while he quietly built a venture capital business in China for the last 20 years; the real brain behind the Breyer exploitations)

107. IDG Capital Partners (China) (founded by John P. Breyer, the father of James W. Breyer, Accel Partners; the current launderer of the tens of billions James W has fleeced from the U.S. market from the bailout, stimulus and the "pump & dump" Facebook IPO schemes)

108. Goldman Sachs (received US bailout funds; then invested with DST in Facebook private stock via Moscow; took Facebook public; locked out American investors from investing)

109. Morgan Stanley (received US bailout funds; took Facebook public; probably participated in overseas purchases of Facebook private stock before IPO)

110. State Street Corporation (received U.S. taxpayer bailout monies along with Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley; consolidating control of ATM banking networks internationally)

111. JP Morgan Chase (received U.S. taxpayer bailout monies along with Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and State Street Corporation)

112. Lloyd Blankfein (Goldman Sachs, CEO)

113. Jamie Dimon (JP MorganChase, CEO)

114. Steve Cutler (JP MorganChase, General Counsel)

115. Rodgin Cohen (JP MorganChase, Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell, LLP)

116. U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission (granted Fenwick & West’s application on behalf of Facebook for an unprecedented exemption to the 500 shareholder rule; opened the floodgates for Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley to make a private market in Facebook pre-IPO insider stock; facilitated the inflates billions of dollars from “dubious” sources associated with Russian oligarchs, Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner, and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is a partner with this Moscow firm)”
Larry Klayman, from Freedom Watch, the attorney for ex-NSA/CIA contractor and whistleblower Dennis Montgomery, gave the FBI 47 hard drives and data, which ultimately meant 600 million pages of documents related to the surveillance scheme.

At the time, Comey was FBI Director and his general counsel, James Baker, took the data and despite now being in possession of this bombshell revelation, the FBI under Comey did absolutely nothing to act on the information or publicize it.

Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/05/report-whistleblower-claims-evidence-showing-president-trumps-phone-calls-spied-audio/

K. Craine  May 14, 2017 at 4:14 AM
Email comment by GH:


Long before failed president Barack Obama was trashign Trump on campaign stops he was praising him as the “American Dream” come true.

While at Harvard Barack Obama penned an essay arguing the American dream is to be like Donald Trump.

The Daily Caller reported:

“A recently unearthed essay co-written by Barack Obama in 1991 stated that the American dream is to be Donald Trump.”

Full story:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/05/flashback-barack-obama-harvard-essay-american-dream-donald-trump/

K. Craine  May 14, 2017 at 4:17 AM
Email comment by GH/CT:

HILLARY AND BILL ARE PSYCHOPATHS


On June 8, Hillary Clinton is scheduled to serve as the Class of 2017 commencement speaker at Medgar Evers College in Brooklyn, New York, where she will also be awarded an honorary degree. The announcement has incited protests from several members of the Haitian community who plan to protest the speech and are pushing the college's president, Rudy Crew, to rescind the invitation.

"Every time the Clintons get in a bind, they run to the black community to whitewash their tarnished image," said Komokoda, the Haitian group protesting the speech, in a statement. “After Bill Clinton was impeached for lying under oath in the Monica Lewinsky affair, he brought in Jesse Jackson and a host of black preachers to lead prayers with him at the White House. To divert attention from her 'deleted emails' debacle, Hillary had Bill DeBlasio’s wife, Chirlane McCray, bring her to Brownsville, one of the most impoverished neighborhoods in Brooklyn, for a photo op with little black children. When newspaper editorials and cartoons were blasting her for her unfounded lies and demanding investigations and prosecutions, former New York City mayor David Dinkins brought her out for a keynote speech at his Dinkins Leadership & Public Policy Forum at Columbia University. Today, for her resurrection from a shameful defeat by the last person most reasonable people felt could ever be president of the United States, the dirty work falls to Rudy Crew.”

Full story:
THE ODOR OF MSM CORRUPTION

Fil (@primo7phil) tweeted at 9:50 AM on Sat, May 13, 2017:

And you didn’t know? Now you know the real truth!

ABC News executive producer Ian Cameron is married to Susan Rick, National Security Adviser.

CBS President David Rhodes is the brother of Ben Rhodes, Obama’s Deputy National Security Adviser for Strategic Communications.

ABC News correspondent Claire Shipman is married to former White House Press Secretary Jay Carney.

ABC News and Univision reporter Matthew Jaffe is married to Katie Hogan, Obama’s Deputy Press Secretary.

ABC President Ben Sherwood is the brother of Obama’s Special Adviser Elizabeth Sherwood.

CNN President Virginia Moseley is married to former Hillary Clinton’s Deputy Secretary Tom Nides.

More...

Full tweet:

https://t.co/FAQ5EnNnTe4

REMINDER TO DEPLORABLE JIM K: There are just as many NEOCONS and RHINO REPUBLICANS FEEDING AT PELOSI’S INSIDER TRADING TRough. DRain THE SWamp!!!

➡️ Caught – How did the Pelosi family get all of this $202 Mil money by 2014?

➡️ Insider trading. Another Corrupt Democrat(*)

Full tweet:

https://t.co/kKWDa7MV0V

[NOTE: I THINK THE YOUNG DEMS HAVE THE DATES MIXED UP ON THAT NEWS ARTICLE. IT COULDN’T HAVE APPEARED UNTIL AFTER CLINTON LEFT OFFICE IN 2001. THE CBS NEWS POST IS CITED:]

JOEL ROBERTS. (Jun. 20, 2002). Feds Close Clinton Clemency Probe. AP/CBS NEWS.]

Democrats for Trump (@YoungDems4Trump) tweeted at 4:00 PM on Fri, May 12, 2017:

Sound Familiar? James Comey on his good pal Bill Clinton:

"It wasn’t appropriate to bring charges"

The federal government has closed its probe — with no charges filed — into former President Bill Clinton’s grants of clemency to four men accused of bilking the government
of millions of dollars, authorities said Thursday.

U.S. Attorney James B. Comey said his office’s investigation into other pardons that Mr. Clinton issued just before leaving office will continue.

Comey’s decision to end the investigation of clemency for the men from the Rockland County Hasidic community of New Square takes the spotlight off Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, who received overwhelming support from the insular community in her 2000 bid for the Senate.

During the election, she won 1,400 of New Square’s 1,412 votes. Two months later, over the objections of prosecutors, President Clinton commuted the sentences of four men from the village who had been convicted of stealing from federal anti-poverty programs. Federal prosecutors said the four men used the money to enrich their community and themselves.

The 1999 convictions that underlie the probe stemmed from the misappropriation of tens of millions of dollars in federal aid intended for housing, education and business. Federal prosecutors said the four men used the money to enrich their community and themselves.

Full story:


Full tweet:

https://twitter.com/YoungDems4Trump/status/863167103821426688/photo/1

Reply

K. Craine  May 14, 2017 at 4:43 AM

Email comment by GH:


(Angry Patriot) - The Democrats were so convinced that they would win the election; they were so convinced that they failed to cover the evidence of their crimes.

Hillary Clinton should have been charged for mishandling classified Information, but Obama covered for her. FBI Director James Comey admitted that Obama’s Justice Department, through Attorney General Loretta Lynch, rigged the election for Hillary Clinton by providing her with political cover. (via New York Times)

A leaked email from a top Democrat operative – which has not yet been made public – expressed confidence that the email scandal investigation would not result in charges.

Loretta Lynch acted on behalf of Obama to give the former president plausible deniability. This is a huge scandal, patriots.

It is unknown who wrote the email confirming that the Obama administration was aiding Clinton. Many suspect it was campaign manager John Podesta, or even Barack Obama himself. We need to investigate this incident further.

James Comey was aware that Loretta Lynch was providing cover for Clinton early into the investigation. After the FBI began their questioning Lynch lied to the public and denied an investigation was taking place.

Full story:

https://www.teaparty.org/bombshell-fbi-admits-obama-rigging-u-s-election-hillary-234847/

Reply

K. Craine  May 14, 2017 at 4:47 AM

Email comment by JM:


Whistleblowers: James Comey Seized and Buried Information Showing Donald Trump’s Phone Calls Were Spied On (AUDIO)

BIG LEAGUE POLITICS has learned that Larry Klayman, Attorney for former NSA and CIA Management, LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of acquisition reports for Athenahealth, Baidu and Facebook during the period of the Facebook IPO in 2012; this conduct masked the conflicts of interest of Todd Y. Park, who was appointed by President Obama to be the U.S. Chief Technology Officer during this same period; Todd Y. Park is/has been founder, director and CEO of both Athenahealth and Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park deeply embedded the software from Athenahealth and Castlight Health into HealthCare.gov when he was CTO at Health & Human Services; none of these conflicts of interest were disclosed; Todd Y. Park’s ethics pledges and reports are missing from the Office of Government Ethics; Goodman was formerly employed by Gibson Dunn LLP, Facebook appeals counsel in Leader v. Facebook.

134. Trip Adler ("Co-Founder" of Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious orgins story, like Zuckerberg’s; Scribd hold API documents for two years, then summarily deleted the entire library without warning on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; API’s library contained only public documents and much evidence proving the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption)

135. Jared Friedman ("Co-Founder" of Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious orgins story, like Zuckerberg’s; Scribd hold API documents for two years, then summarily deleted the entire library without warning on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; API’s library contained only public documents and much evidence proving the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption)

136. Jeffrey Wadsworth (CEO, Battelle Memorial Institute; President, Ohio State University Board of Trustees; former Deputy Director of Science & Technologies, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of California Board of Trustees)

137. Michael V. Drake (President, The Ohio State University; former Chancellor, University of California, Irvine)

138. Woodrow A. Myers (Chief Medical Officer, Wellpoint, Inc.; formerly Corporate Operations Officer, Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield of Indiana)

139. Alex R. Fischer (aka Alexander Ross Fischer; Trustee, The Ohio State University; former Sr. Vice President, Battelle Memorial Institute; Chairman, OmniViz; married to Lori Barreras)

140. Chris Glaros (author of the discredited Waters Report re. the Ohio State University Marching Band; protege of Eric H. Holder, Jr., Professor James P. Chandler, III, and Algernon L. Marbury)

141. Lori Barreras (Commissioner, Ohio Civil Rights Commission; former Vice President of Human Resources, The Ohio State University; former Vice President, Battelle Memorial Institute; married to Alex R. Fischer)

142. David Vaughn (Criminal Attorney, David Vaughn Consulting Group; former Assistant U.S. Attorney)
contractor and whistleblower Dennis Montgomery, delivered to the FBI 47 hard drives and data amounting to more than 600 million pages of documentation on the surveillance scheme. Then - FBI Director James Comey's general counsel James Baker took the data into his possession, according to multiple sources. But, despite possessing Montgomery's bombshell, whistleblower revelations, Comey never acted on or publicized the information.

Additionally, Comey's former firm Lockheed Martin granted entry to Montgomery to one of its facilities to help him work on the alleged mass surveillance program, which was allegedly overseen by Obama administration officials John Brennan and James Clapper and specifically targeted Trump.

As Big League Politics recently reported: real estate mogul Timothy Blixseth claims that he saw records from Montgomery proving that Obama CIA director John Brennan oversaw repeated spying on the phone calls of President Donald Trump and millions of other private American citizens. An audiostatic of an interview Blixseth gave released by Federal Judge G. Murray Snow as part of a civil case — is presented below.

Full story:

K. Craine ✉️ May 14, 2017 at 5:07 AM

Email comment by GH:

Staff. (May 13, 2017). TRUMP URGES LIBERTY GRADUATES TO FIND COURAGE TO CHALLENGE CRITICS, ASSAILS WASHINGTON LEADERS AS 'FAILED VOICES'. Fox News.rump urges Liberty graduates to find courage to challenge critics, assails Washington leaders as 'failed voices' President Trump on Saturday urged graduates of Liberty University to “never give up” and find the courage to challenge the establishment and critics, much like he has done in Washington.

"In my short time in Washington, I've seen firsthand how the system is broken," he said. "A small group of failed voices, who think they know everything ... want to tell everybody else how to live," Trump said in his commencement speech at the Christian school, in Lynchburg, Va.

“But you aren't going to let other people tell you what to believe, especially when you know that you're right. ... We don't need a lecture from Washington on how to lead our lives.”

Full story:

K. Craine ✉️ May 14, 2017 at 5:10 AM

Email comment by GC:

CONSERVATISM IS THE NEW COUNTER-CULTURE

Greg Corombos. (May 13, 2017). MEET COLLEGE PRESIDENT WHO WON'T TOLERATE 'SNOWFLAKE REBELLIONS': 'We've taught these kids this intellectual mush and this ideological narcissism.' WND.

Across the country, loud and sometime violent campus protesters are often met by administrators who ultimately give in to demands related to perceived slights on issues ranging from race to gender and sexuality to alleged hate speech. But one college president is fighting back, and he says the pursuit of truth - not unanimous political ideology - ought to be the goal of higher education.

Oklahoma Wesleyan University President Everett Piper burst out on the scene in late 2015 when he wrote an open letter to his students and famously explained their campus was not a day care but a university. He is also the author of the forthcoming book “Not A Day Care: A Coddled Nation Is a Crippled Nation.”

Piper is also speaking up after the latest round of campus unrest, the cancellation of Ann

D. Facebook boy-puppets:

143. Betty Montgomery (former Ohio Attorney General; appointed to the discredited Waters Commission at Ohio State; accepted campaign contributions from Woodrow A. Myers, Wellpoint, Inc. and friend of Michael V. Drake)
144. Joseph A. Steinmetz (Provost, The Ohio State University; author of Psychological Science article on MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) that triggered the discovery of massive double-dealing and fraud within the Ohio State trustees)

E. Corruption Watch —Patent Office Judges:

151. Anderson, Gregg
152. Best, George
153. Bonilla, Jackie W.
154. Boucher, Patrick
155. Braden, Georgianna W.
156. Branch, Gene
157. Bisk, Jennifer Bresson
158. Bui, Hung H.
159. Busch, Justin
160. Clements, Matt
161. Crumbley, Kit
162. Droesch, Kristen
163. Elluru, Rama
164. Fitzpatrick, Michael
165. Gerstenblith, Bart A.
166. Giannetti, Thomas L.
167. Guest, Rae Lynn
168. Hastings, Karen M.
169. Hoff, Marc
170. Horner, Linda
171. Hughes, James R.
172. Hume, Larry
173. James, Houseal
174. Jung, Hung J.
175. Kamholz, Scott
176. Katz, Deborah
177. Lucas, Jay
178. MacDonald, Allen R. (bio unavailable) — Leader 3rd reexam judge (bio and conflicts log concealed by FOIA)
179. Mahaney, Alexandra
180. Martin, Brett
181. McKone, Dave
182. McNamara, Brian
183. Medley, Sally
184. Moore, Bryan
185. Moore, James T — Leader 3rd reexam judge (bio and conflicts log concealed by FOIA)
Coulter’s scheduled appearance at the University of California-Berkeley. In his column for the Christian Post, Piper unloads on what he sees as an assault on free speech and an abdication of the role of higher education.

“The liberal arts institution was founded some 1,000 years ago, let’s say at Oxford, for what? To educate a free man and a free woman, to educate culture and what it means to enjoy liberty, and liberation, thus the word liberal,” said Piper, in a follow-up interview to his column.

Full story:
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K. Craine  May 14, 2017 at 5:13 AM
Email comment by JM-GN:

LONDON (AP) – The cyberattack that spread malicious software around the world, shutting down networks at hospitals, banks and government agencies, was stemmed by a young British researcher and an inexpensive domain registration, with help from another 20-something security engineer in the U.S.

Britain’s National Cyber Security Center and others were hailing the cybersecurity researcher, a 22-year-old identified online only as MalwareTech, who – unintentionally at first – discovered a “kill switch” that halted the unprecedented outbreak.

Full story:
https://apnews.com/770946e7df454d2e9acda3bdbd3ed425
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K. Craine  May 14, 2017 at 5:14 AM
Email comment by JM-GN:

President Donald Trump admitted the FBI’s probe of then-Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton’s private email server helped him during the 2016 election, and added that he never would have let his opponent walk free.

“[James Comey] had a lot of pressure put on and he exonerated her,” Trump said Friday in his interview with NBC Nightly News’ Lester Holt. “Should have never exonerated her.”

Comey, who was the former public face of the FBI, was previously applaudled by Trump for his handling of the investigation into Clinton’s private email server. In July, Comey said in a press conference that he would not recommend criminal charges against Clinton.

Full story:
http://people.com/politics/donald-trump-james-comey-should-have-never-exonerated-hillary-clinton/
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K. Craine  May 14, 2017 at 5:16 AM
Email comment by JM:
Hidden Camera Detector App for iPhone
The first Hidden Camera Detector for iPhone helps you make sure there are no spy

HOW TO FILE A FRAUD
COMPLAINT AGAINST A UNIVERSITY

The following universities were announced as participants in Ohio State Provost Joseph A. Steinmetz’s corrupt MOOC education initiative named “University Innovation Alliance” (UIA). We have identified the instructions and online forms you need to file a complaint with the participants. MOOC stands for “Massive Open Online Course.”

You should complain about:

(1) the intellectual property theft of social networking source code from Leader Technologies, Columbus, Ohio that is the software engine running the UIA;

(2) the corruption at Ohio State University and OSU’s collusion with Battelle Memorial Institute which helped steal the software being used by UIA; and

(3) the mistreatment of OSU Marching Band Director Jon Waters regarding fabricated Title IX charges that were used to pave the way for Steinmetz to announce UIA.

Universities pride themselves on protection of intellectual property.

Therefore, these universities cannot participate in this abuse of inventor copyrights, patents and trade secrets by The Ohio State Trustees and Administration. If these universities participate knowingly with
cameras invading your privacy.

Full story [VIDEO]:
http://www.hcdapp.com/faq.html
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THE DEFINITION OF SEDITION:


(PJ Media) ... On Twitter, GQ’s Keith Olbermann posted his “passionate appeal” to foreign spies to help him overthrow our duly elected president.

Keith Olbermann Pleads with Foreign Spy Agencies to Take Down Trump
Keith Olbermann (Photo: Screen capture)

“I appeal to the intelligence agencies and the governments of what is left of the free world,” Olby began dramatically.

To them as entities, ensembles as bureaucracies making official decisions, and to the individuals who make decisions of conscience. To GCHQ and MI6 in the UK, to the BND in Germany, the DGSE in France, the ASIS in Australia, and even of the GRU in Russia, where they must already be profoundly aware that they have not merely helped put an amoral cynic in power here, but an uncontrollable one, whose madness is genuine and whose usefulness—even to them—is at an end.

To all of them, and to the world’s journalists, I make this plea: We the citizens of the United States of America are the victims of a coup. We need your leaks, your information, your intelligence, your recordings, your videos, your conscience. The civilian government and the military of the United States are no longer in the hands of the people, nor in the control of any responsible individuals on whom you can rely—.

It goes on and on, but you get the picture. He’s nuts.

Full story:
http://www.libertyheadlines.com/keith-olbermann-pleads-foreign-spy-agencies-take-down-trump/
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DEFINITION OF SEDITION:

se·di·tion
so diSh(ə)n/
noun

conduct or speech inciting people to rebel against the authority of a state or monarch.

synonyms: rabble-rousing, incitement to rebel, subversion, troubleshooting, provocation; rebellion, insurrection, mutiny, insurrection, civil disorder

“the on-campus protestors were charged with sedition”

K. Craine  May 14, 2017 at 11:34 AM

Email comment by DM:

Two things struck me in seeing his video. He seems not to care if any information is truthful. He just wants it produce to cause Anarchy to rein in the US.

“We, the citizens of the United States of America, are the victims of a coup,” he warned. “For months, we have heard that your organizations have damning evidence against Donald John Trump. Whatever evidence you may have, you cannot conceal it any longer.

Ohio State in its theft of intellectual property, then they are aiding and abetting the theft of intellectual property on a “massive” scale... Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) also known as The Eclipse Foundation.

1. ARIZONA
Arizona State University
https://www.azag.gov/consumer/procedure
https://www.azag.gov/complaints/consumer

2. CALIFORNIA
University of California Riverside
California State System (observer)
http://www.oig.ca.gov/

3. FLORIDA
University of Central Florida

4. GEORGIA
Oregon State University
http://oig.oregon.gov/
http://www.fldoe.org/ig/complaint.asp
http://app1.fldoe.org/IGComplaint/ComplaintForm.aspx

5. INDIANA
Purdue University
http://www.in.gov/ig/2330.htm

6. IOWA
Iowa State University
http://www.state.ia.us/government/ag/file_complaint/online_2.html

7. MICHIGAN
Michigan State University
http://www.mfnia.state.mi.us/OIG/SubmitComplaint.aspx?ComplaintMode=client

8. OHIO
The Ohio State University
http://watchdog.ohio.gov/FjeaComplaint.asp

9. ORGEON
Oregon State University
https://justice.oregon.gov/forms/consumer_complaint.asp
https://justice.oregon.gov/consumercomplaints/

10. KANSAS
The University of Kansas
https://ag.ks.gov/about-the-office/contact-us/email-us

11. TEXAS
The University of Texas
http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/divisions/oig/oig_fraud.html
https://sao.fraud.state.tx.us/Hotline.aspx

Let’s make sure that the “University Innovation Alliance (UIA)” and “Massive Open Online Course” MOOC never get off the ground due to their corrupt foundations.

RESOURCE:
http://inspectorgeneral.org/directory-of-state-and-local-oversight/
Also, does he know of an assassination attempt against Trump????? His statement, “A dictator in training has betrayed our Constitution and nevertheless survived two nights in office.”

Wikipedia:
The rules of evidence were developed over several centuries and are based upon the rules from Anglo-American common law brought to the New World by early settlers. Their purpose is to be fair to both parties, disallowing the raising of allegations without a basis in provable fact. They are sometimes criticized as a legal technicality, but are an important part of the system for achieving a just result.

峻

K. Craine  May 15, 2017 at 9:32 AM
MERRICK GARLAND IS A DEEP STATE FRAUD

Garland’s 1995 sponsors helped build the Deep Spy State for Clinton, Bush and Obama after 9/11

GOP SEN. MCCONNELL & LEE PROPOSE MERRICK GARLAND--A DEEP STATE MOLE--AS FBI DIRECTOR

This GOP endorsement signals collusion among anti-Trump forces within the Democratic party and Neocon wing of the GOP

Obama’s failed U.S. Supreme Court justice nominee, DC Circuit Court Chief Judge Merrick B. Garland

(May 15, 2017)—On May 14, 2017, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s (R-NV) former chief of staff, Josh Holmes, floated the idea for his boss that he believes Sen. McConnell would support the nomination of federal Judge Merrick Garland as FBI director. He said “I think the Senate majority leader thinks that’s a fantastic idea” on Fox News Sunday, according to Breitbart News.

Likewise, Senator Mike Lee (R-UT) tweeted on May 11, 2017: “Instead of a special prosecutor, @realDonaldTrump should nominate Merrick Garland to replace James Comey.” Lee’s spokesman Conn Carroll even cited Garland’s experience as federal prosecutor over the Oklahoma City bombing.

According to FBI superstar and whistleblower Ted L. Gunderson, Oklahoma was a Clinton prosecutor over the Oklahoma City bombing.


GOP SEN. MCCONNELL & LEE PROPOSE MERRICK GARLAND--A DEEP STATE MOLE--AS FBI DIRECTOR

This GOP endorsement signals collusion among anti-Trump forces within the Democratic party and Neocon wing of the GOP

Obama’s failed U.S. Supreme Court justice nominee, DC Circuit Court Chief Judge Merrick B. Garland

(May 15, 2017)—On May 14, 2017, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s (R-NV) former chief of staff, Josh Holmes, floated the idea for his boss that he believes Sen. McConnell would support the nomination of federal Judge Merrick Garland as FBI director. He said “I think the Senate majority leader thinks that’s a fantastic idea” on Fox News Sunday, according to Breitbart News.

Likewise, Senator Mike Lee (R-UT) tweeted on May 11, 2017: “Instead of a special prosecutor, @realDonaldTrump should nominate Merrick Garland to replace James Comey.” Lee’s spokesman Conn Carroll even cited Garland’s experience as federal prosecutor over the Oklahoma City bombing.

According to FBI superstar and whistleblower Ted L. Gunderson, Oklahoma was a Clinton prosecutor over the Oklahoma City bombing.

One needs only to review the letters of recommendation that Garland received during his 1995 Senate judicial confirmation hearing to see the fingerprints of the Deep State all over this man. This McConnell-Lee endorsement casts a shadow over the GOP neocons and their passive aggressive attitude to President Donald Trump.

Genius! Garland’s Net Worth has skyrocketed as a judge!

Readers should note that Merrick Garland’s net worth was $3.5 million in 1995 and increased to up to $19 million in 2012. It magically grew an average of $823,000 per year over 17 years while he sat on the DC Circuit bench and ran cover for the Deep State’s legal agenda. Pure genius!

+++END, Garland comment, Part I+++
1. Robert S. Mueller, III was a US Attorney under Clinton and Bush along with James B. Comey; appointed FBI director one (1) week after 9/11. Provided political cover for the NSA's expansion of warrantless surveillance of Americans.

2. Jay B. Stephens, became Assistant Attorney General one (1) week after 9/11; general counsel, now senior vice president at Raytheon that supplied cruise missiles for 9/11 Pentagon attack and Raytheon's RIOT software for the NSA's illegal warrantless surveillance program.


4. Robert S. Bennett, Skadden Arps LLP, represented Bill Clinton in the Monica Lewinsky scandal; Skadden Arps notoriously represents JPMorgan and Hillary Clinton; the judge in Leader v. Facebook, Leonard P. Stark, came from Skadden Arps before placed on the bench at the last minute to preside at the trial and invoke a nonsensical 1898 criminal law to protect Facebook.

5. George J. Terwilliger, III, oversaw implementation of The Patriot Act as Assistant Attorney General; partner at McGuire Woods LLP.

6. Joe D. Whitely, first general counsel of the Department of Homeland Security and the National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC) formed under Clinton to manage the Deep State "social networking" technology platform.


8. Leonard P. Stark, another Skadden Arps LLP attorney moved into the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case by Obama a month before trial who 8. Leonard P. Stark, another Skadden Arps LLP attorney moved into the Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case by Obama a month before trial who

9. Evan J. Wallach, nominated with Garland in 1995 by Sen. Harry Reid. Wallach was assigned to the Leader v. Facebook appeal despite having no knowledge of patent law and failing to disclose his substantial Facebook interests—the theft of Columbus-innovator Leader Technologies' social networking invention by the Deep State.

10. Eric H. Holder, Jr. was Deputy Assistant Attorney General when Mueller, Stephens, Terwilliger and Whitely were installed following 9/11 and The Patriot Act.

11. James P. Chandler, III, Leader Technologies' patent counsel who secretly directed Deep State efforts for the Clinton, Bush and Obama White Houses in coordination with his clients IBM, Microsoft and Xerox, among many members of the IBM Eclipse Foundation.

The overwhelming conclusion from the hidden Senate evidence is that Merrick Garland has been groomed by the Deep State since 1995 to be either a Supreme Court justice, or FBI Director. The fact that Senators McConnell and Lee are putting him forward is likely more evidence of the blackmail by the rogue C.I.A. that is forcing them to turn against their President.

As former senior C.I.A. Agent Robert David Steele recommends, politicians and bureaucrats who are being blackmailed by the rogue C.I.A. should be given amnesty if they will reveal the identities of their blackmailers. Only then can Washington, D.C. have regular order.

Full analysis.


Email comment by GH:


Ousted FBI Director James Comey's ties to the Clinton Foundation and the conflicts of interest that lie there are too close to not raise red flags.

James Comey worked several years in the public and private sector.

Comey served as general counsel at Lockheed Martin until 2010 when he departed with over $6 million to show for it. That same year Lockheed Martin became a member of the Clinton Global Initiative and “won 17 contracts from the U.S. State Department, which was led by then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton,” Big League Politics reports.

Comey just so happened to have joined the board of the British bank HSBC Holdings in 2013, which just so happens to be a Clinton Foundation partner.

Noting all of this, one of the most important conflicts of interest is Comey’s brother Peter Comey's role at the Washington law firm DLA Piper, where he serves as “Senior Director of Real Estate Operations for the Americas”.

Full story:
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Email comment by GH:


The conservative watchdog group Judicial Watch is asking the Office of Congressional Ethics to investigate whether two Democrats on the House Intelligence Committee may have violated standards by disclosing classified information.

In the letter that requests the investigation of ranking committee member Rep. Adam Schiff and Rep. Jackie Speier, both of California, Judicial Watch cites other complaints to the OCE which were successful in garnering an investigation of House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes, R-Calif. Nunes stepped aside from leading the committee’s Russia investigation after the OCE began their investigation.

"If the standard for filing a complaint or opening an ethics investigation is that a member has commented publicly on matters that touch on classified information, but the member does not reveal the source of his or her information, then the complaints against Chairman Nunes are incomplete insofar as they target only Nunes," Judicial Watch wrote. "At least two other members of the House Intelligence Committee have made comments about classified material that raise more directly the very same concerns raised against Chairman Nunes because they appear to confirm classified information contained in leaked intelligence community intercepts."

The letter then points to remarks made by Rep. Schiff in March, and remarks made by Rep. Speier in April, which Judicial Watch is arguing could be equivalent to the standard being applied to Nunes. Judicial Watch says both made remarks that indirectly confirmed the leaked transcript between Mike Flynn and Russian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak.

Full story:
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Staff. (May 15, 2017). Report: Bernie Sanders’ wife under FBI investigation. THE HORN NEWS.

Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders made waves last year, running toe-to-toe with former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Following President Donald Trump’s victory, the two Democratic families are no longer in a race for the White House — but instead, it could be a sprint to see who ends up in jail first!

According to reports, Jane Sanders — Bernie’s wife — is under FBI investigation for bank fraud while president of Burlington College between 2004 to 2011.

Full story:

K. Craine  May 15, 2017 at 2:14 PM
Email comment by GH/JM:


The Host Committee for the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia has paid out nearly a million dollars to staff members, and local institutions, from leftover money it raised to stage the event.

But, dozens of people who worked in the field elsewhere in the country for Democrats feel shortchanged and are now part of a class action federal lawsuit.

The bonuses ranged from $500 for interns to more than $300,000 for the executive director.

"I think everyone’s reaction is the same. It's obscene," says Justin Swidler, a Cherry Hill-based attorney.

Swidler is pursuing a lawsuit on behalf of 40-50 "field organizers" all over the country, whom he says were denied overtime compensation.

"One of the arguments that the Democrats are making is that they just don't have the money to pay overtime to their workers," said Swidler.

Full story:

K. Craine  May 15, 2017 at 2:30 PM
Email comment by GN-JM:

MSM PROPAGANDA TRIES TO SANTIZE SOROS' NAZI COLLABORATOR PAST. (Shame on you Vanessa Gera for writing such propaganda):

WOW. NOW GEORGE SOROS APOLOGIST (ASSOCIATE PRESS) CALLS SOROS' NAZI PAST A DEMONIZATION AND "WITCH HUNT" AND ANTI-SEMITIC!!!! THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO REWRITE SOROS' DEMONIC HISTORY. IT MUST BE CRUSHED. THE ARTICLE TRIES TO SAY BECAUSE HE HAS GIVEN A BUNCH OF MONEY, HE SHOULD BE FORGIVEN FOR STEALING JEWISH PROPERTY AND SENDING JEWS TO THEIR DEATHS AS A SELF-ADMITTED NAZI COLLABORATOR.

THE UNBELIEVABLE ARROGANCE OF THESE PEOPLE. SHAME ON AP FOR CARRYING THIS OBVIOUS PROPAGANDA.

Vanessa Gera. (May 15, 2017). Demonization of Soros recalls old anti-Semitic conspiracies. AP.

WARSAW, Poland (AP) — In most nations, having a billionaire financier and philanthropist would be a source of great pride, a person many elected officials would want to cozy up to.

Not for George Soros.

The demonization of the American-Hungarian billionaire and Holocaust survivor has spread from Hungary and Moscow across Europe and into the United States, with the 86-year-old increasingly accused by nationalists of using his money to force his liberal values, including support for refugees, on their societies.
Americans for Innovation: JFK: DISMANTLE THE ROGUE CIA.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/jfk-dismantle-rogue-cia.html

Replies

K. Craine  May 15, 2017 at 2:33 PM
Here is George Soros admitting to CBS's Steve Kroft that he was unashamed of being a Nazi collaborator.

Steve Kroft. (Dec. 20, 1998). 60 Minutes George Soros interview. CBS.

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyberhijack-findings.html#cbs-kroft-soros
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Andrew Kerr. (May 10, 2017). FORMER FBI ASSISTANT DIRECTORS WEIGH IN ON COMEY'S FIRING - "Jim Comey danced with the devil ..." Western Journalism.

Three former assistant directors of the FBI joined Fox News Tuesday night to share their thoughts on President Donald Trump's decision to fire James Comey.

All three thought Comey had it coming, and some were glad to see it happen.

Former FBI Assistant Directors James Kallstrom, Bill Gavin and Ron Hosko all thought Comey sealed his fate after his July 5 press conference in which he assumed the role of a prosecutor and recommended no charges against Hillary Clinton for her use of a private email server during her tenure as secretary of state.

Full story
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Email comment by GH:


Did Soros cause the great crash of the market and economy in 2008? The answer to that is easy and it is "No!" but there is a real strong reason for asking that question. Soros made his billions over the years by manipulating the dollar market, and actually caused the crash of an Eastern European nation. He made hundreds of billions by shorting the Pound in England and then driving it down, almost crashing England at the time. As I will show Soros made hundreds of millions betting against the Greek economy and helped it crash.

Now when it comes to America, it is interesting that Soros and his minions were the people who advised and then financed an unknown to run for President. Just before the crash McCain was leading Obama by 10% of the vote, which was huge considering Republicans were not liked. After the crash there was no chance of McCain winning. Now let us look at the facts.

Full story:
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Email comment by GH:

Marina Marraco. (May 16, 2017). FAMILY'S PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR: THERE IS EVIDENCE SETH RICH HAD CONTACT WITH WIKILEAKS PRIOR TO DEATH... Fox 5.
...in the nation's capital. There have been no solid answers about why he was killed until now.

Rich was shot and killed last July in Northwest D.C and police have suggested the killing in the District's Bloomingdale neighborhood was a botched robbery. However, online conspiracy theories have tied the murder to Rich's work at the DNC.

Just two months shy of the one-year anniversary of Rich's death, FOX 5 has learned there is new information that could prove these theorists right.

Seth Rich Family's private investigator: There is evidence Seth Rich had contact with WikiLeaks prior to death

Rod Wheeler, a private investigator hired by the Rich family, suggests there is tangible evidence on Rich's laptop that confirms he was communicating with WikiLeaks prior to his death.

Full story:
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Email comment by GH:


Julian Assange seems to suggest on Dutch television program Nieuwsuur that Seth Rich was the source for the Wikileaks-exposed DNC emails and was murdered.

Full story:
https://youtu.be/Kp7FlLBRpKg

K. Craine May 16, 2017 at 5:55 AM
Email comment by GH:

MissEMT (@MissEMT37) tweeted at 9:34 PM on Mon, May 15, 2017:

Goodnight everyone we will carry on the Fight for #SethRich tomorrow #MAGA

Full tweet:
https://t.co/yzbBuLkE9d

K. Craine May 16, 2017 at 6:00 AM
Email comment by GH:

SEDITION: GOOGLE-CIA HELPED AL-QUEDA WITH SEC. OF STATE HILLARY CLINTON'S BLESSING:


BEIRUT, LEBANON (10:12 P.M.) - Google has helped Al-Qaeda and other Salafist groups like the Muslim Brotherhood gain new members at the dawn of the Syrian conflict, secret documents and e-mails published by Wikileaks show.

The then director of Google Ideas, Jared Cohen coordinated actions to support the groups often dubbed as rebels with then U.S. Foreign Minister Hillary Clinton and Deputy U.S. State Secretary William Burns. Google employed it’s expertise in the IT sector to help the conflict in Syria gain traction.
In July 2012 Google provided a software tool, with which defections in Syria were to be tracked and the thereby gained informations spread in Syria with the help of Al-Jazeera. According to the plotting of U.S. officials and Google, this should encourage more people to take up arms and join the ranks of the rebels. Then Director of Policy Planning for Obama, Jake Sullivan let Hillary Clinton, for which he served as an advisor in the last presidential election, know that, “this is a pretty cool idea.”

Full story:
https://mobile.almasdarnews.com/article/wikileaks-publishes-documents-showing-google-helped-al-qaeda-syria/
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Email comment by DL:

[EDITORS NOTE: Facebook was created by a rogue CIA. Zuckerberg is nothing but a shill. It was created as a way to entice users with shiny things, then spy on them 24x7. They stole the technology that runs Facebook from real inventors in Columbus, Ohio named Leader Technologies. Leader’s patent attorney was secretly a leader of the rogue CIA who pretended to help them file patents while secretly shoveling the invention out the backdoor to IBM, Microsoft and the NSA.]


Clearly, Facebook is doing major damage to our society. Increasingly. It strips value from people’s lives in several ways. Everyone knows about the privacy violations, time suck, depression, lying, and anxiety it causes. But now it’s permanently destroying people’s lives; broadcasting (and causing) murder, rape, and torture. Yet, the financial press gushes over it. A can’t miss, free money, a “screaming buy.” The non-financial press mostly gushes as well. It is taken seriously – a seriously innovative company, now worth over $430 billion.

Facebook talks about virtual reality, artificial intelligence, reading “friend’s” minds so they don’t have to bother speaking, but it is ultimately a website and an unprecedentedly invasive advertising company. The rest is hype. It has certainly made a lot of money for investors and founders though, because the stock keeps rising, buttressed by nonstop lavish praise heaped by the financial press. Facebook claims to have approximately two billion individual monthly active users subject to the ads they present – conveniently, this figure is self-reported and unaudited. Their self-reported user numbers keep rising at a rate that beats estimates every quarter. How convenient. They continuously defy the law of large numbers. These user figures, however, can be easily debunked (half the world’s population does not have internet access, users must be over age 13, Facebook is banned in countries like China and Iran, unpopular in places like Russia, not to mention the many, many people in the U.S., Canada and Western Europe who simply choose not to use it. According to Facebook’s self-reported two billion figure and the number of people with Facebook available to them, they are implying that approximately 90% of that population has an active Facebook account; a ludicrous number; a survey I conducted indicates the number is closer to 60%). Yes, Facebook is lying about how many people use it. They have a track record of lying (see timeline below). There are hundreds of millions of duplicate, fake, and non-human accounts that they count as active human users. Not to mention all the dead people on Facebook, estimated to outnumber live ones in about 30 years.

Full story:
http://dailycaller.com/2017/05/16/facebook-the-overvalued-privacy-destroying-life-sucking-menace/
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Email comment by JM/GH/JMDN:


Political insider Roger Stone breaks down how the elite are planning to claim that President Trump is suffering from Alzheimers disease in order to remove him from office.

Full story:
Current and former U.S. officials, supposedly concerned that President Trump had shared some “highly classified information” with the Russian foreign minister and ambassador to the U.S. last week, leaked that information to the Washington Post in an article published Monday.

However, the report admits that it is “unlikely” Trump broke any laws.

“As president, Trump has broad authority to declassify government secrets, making it unlikely that his disclosures broke the law,” the report said.

In addition, his national security adviser, who was at the meeting, told the Post nothing was shared that was not already publicly known.

Full story:


Roger Stone joins Alex Jones in studio to discuss the information he has received on the turmoil inside Trump’s White House staff.

Full story:

John Griffing. (May 15, 2017). HOROWITZ: DEMOCRATS WANT TO SECede FROM THE UNION – AGAIN! - ‘It’s not the place of an opposition party in a democracy to mount a “resistance” against a duly elected president’. Infowars.

In an exclusive interview with Infowars, David Horowitz, author of the bestselling book “Big Agenda,” warned that the United States is heading for another civil war.

“The Democrats have seceded from the Union for the second time in their history,” remarked Horowitz. For the man who exposed the “deep state,” it is not just business as usual in America.

Something is truly different about the current level of political discourse in America, if Horowitz is to be believed. Specifically, there is none.

“They are not liberals. The Democratic Party today is the party of Bernie Sanders, a neo-
communist radical. It’s not the place of an opposition party in a democracy to mount a ‘resistance’ against a duly elected president,” Horowitz explains.

Full story:

K. Craine  May 16, 2017 at 6:27 AM
Email comment by GH:

Infowars' David Knight breaks down the day's biggest news stories including the latest political scandals surrounding the IRS & NSA.

Full story [VIDEO]:

K. Craine  May 16, 2017 at 6:29 AM
Email comment by GH:

Alex Jones, Roger Stone and Mike Cernovich discuss how Reince Priebus has been outed as the White House leaker.

Full story:

K. Craine  May 16, 2017 at 6:32 AM
Email comment by CM:

President Trump Full Interview with Judge Jeanine Pirro 5/13/2017 - Justice with Judge Jeanine, President Trump Interview, James Comey, Michael Flynn, Russia - Fox News.

Full story:
https://youtu.be/WxMIBMSjjlM

K. Craine  May 16, 2017 at 6:34 AM
Email comment by GH:
Kevin W. (@kwill11046) tweeted at 2:48 PM on Sun, May 14, 2017:

EXPOSED: Obama Shadow Government. Listen to What is Happening behind the scenes.

Full tweet:
https://t.co/IHC8tSAmnh
Joe Uchill. (May 15, 2017). SNOWDEN ON RANSOMWARE ATTACK: IT'S HARD BEING RIGHT IN THE WORST POSSIBLE WAY. 'The Hill.'

Edward Snowden called the continuing "ransomware" scourge "a perfect storm of all the problems everyone has been warning about" at a privacy issues conference Monday.

The ransomware WannaCry, also known as WanaCrypt0r and WanaDecrypt, boosted its effectiveness by using leaked hacking tools apparently stolen from the National Security Agency, where Snowden was an intelligence contractor before he leaked documents outlining bulk surveillance programs.

Snowden has also spoken out against the more focused NSA hacking operations. Critics of the NSA's "Tailored Access Operations" note that, if the NSA reported security holes it uses to break into computers to manufacturers rather than using them in espionage, manufacturers could patch the holes and increase global cybersecurity for everyone.

Full story:

Stephen Dietrich. (May 16, 2017). DNC STAFFER'S MURDER LINKED TO CLINTS, WIKILEAKS. THE HORN NEWS.

Who killed DNC staffer Seth Rich?

According to the former D.C. homicide detective hired by Rich’s family to investigate the murder, the answer is sinister.

The killing may be connected to Rich’s involvement with WikiLeaks and last summer’s DNC email leaks, which seriously damaged former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign.

Political experts say the revealing emails helped sabotage Hillary Clinton’s chance at the White House.

Multiple sources say Rich was behind these thousands of leaked DNC emails, which helped expose that top Democratic party officials were conspiring to stop Clinton’s rival, Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, from winning the party nomination.

The family’s private detective believes Rich may have been murdered for his role in these leaks.

Sponsored: Is Obama undermining Trump? (proof inside)

On July 10th, 2016, grainy security video reportedly shows two men walk up behind Rich just feet from his Washington, D.C. home and shoot him twice in the back.

On July 22nd, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange released thousands of emails containing evidence that Hillary Clinton and DNC insiders had sabotaged Sanders’ chance at the Democratic party’s presidential nomination.

Police in Washington, D.C. have called Rich’s death a botched robbery attempt - but critics have long questioned the theory.

Indeed, the killers reportedly did not take Rich’s wallet, watch, necklace, keys, or cell phone after shooting him.

As local station Fox 5 put it bluntly: “There is no evidence to suggest that” Rich’s slaying was a robbery gone wrong.

Former D.C. homicide detective Rod Wheeler, whose private detective firm is investigating the killing, says that either the Democratic National Committee or the Clinton family are stalling the investigation.
6/14/2017

Americans for Innovation: JFK: DISMANTLE THE ROGUE C.I.A.

Full story:
https://thehornnews.com/dnc-staffers-murder-linked-clintons-wikileaks/

Reply

K. Craine  🌟 May 16, 2017 at 10:56 AM
Email comment by GH:

Thomas Paine (@Thomas1774Paine) tweeted at 8:52 PM on Mon, May 15, 2017:

Suddenly its news that DC Metro didn’t conduct serious homicide investigation into #SethRich. Again, Tweeted weeks ago & crickets from #MSM

Full tweet:
https://t.co/570bwk01xn

Reply

K. Craine  🌟 May 16, 2017 at 10:56 AM
Email comment by GH:

Thomas Paine (@Thomas1774Paine) tweeted at 8:52 PM on Mon, May 15, 2017:

Suddenly its news that DC Metro didn’t conduct serious homicide investigation into #SethRich. Again, Tweeted weeks ago & crickets from #MSM

Full tweet:
https://t.co/570bwk01xn

K. Craine  🌟 May 16, 2017 at 12:53 PM
HIS NAME WAS SETH RICH

On Sun, Feb 22, 2015 at 6:12 PM, John Podesta < john.podesta @ gmail.com > wrote:

Agree. Happy to talk to the David's. Call me crazy, but I think if we can survive the month, it will be possible, maybe even straightforward to get our arms around this one there is an actual campaign. I'm definitely for making an example of a suspected leaker whether or not we have any real basis for it.

JP

Full tweet:
https://t.co/NQQOpuwuFT

K. Craine  🌟 May 16, 2017 at 12:57 PM
Email comment by GH:

WIKILEAKS DNC LEAKER WAS NOT RUSSIANS, BUT A DNC STAFFER


Full tweet [VIDEO]:
https://t.co/ABINpVUQj

K. Craine  🌟 May 16, 2017 at 1:10 PM
Alex Jones. (May 16, 2017). VIDEO: SETH RICH INVESTIGATOR SAYS HE’S UNCOVERED “POSSIBLE UNDERGROUND ORGANIZED CRIME CORRUPTION GROUP” - Case ‘may actually open up a can of worms as far as what’s been going on here in DC’. Infowars.

Former DC homicide detective Rod Wheeler joined Fox 5 DC Tuesday to reveal more about his investigation into the murder of DNC staffer Seth Rich.

Wheeler, hired as a private investigator by a third party, says in the process of investigating Seth’s murder he’s come across disturbing information which may point to evidence of a wider criminal organization.

What’s really interesting here, we’ve been looking into this case, I’m
What’s really interesting since I’ve been looking into this case, I’ve uncovered quite a few things, but not necessarily related to Seth’s death, but related to an underground - a possible - underground corruption, organized crime corruption group that may be operating in the District,” Wheeler said.

“Cause I’ve started looking at other homicides and deaths, that were called "accidental deaths," but could have been homicides. So this case, Allison, may actually open up a can of worms as far as what’s been going on here in DC.”

On Monday, Wheeler came forward claiming the late DNC staffer may, as speculated; actually have had contact with the anti-secrecy group Wikileaks.

Full story:

---

K. Craine  May 16, 2017 at 1:28 PM


The Democratic National Committee staffer shot and killed in Washington, D.C., last summer leaked more than 44,000 emails to WikiLeaks before his death, according to a report.

The Fox News report implies that Seth Rich may have been the one who leaked information about the DNC to WikiLeaks that showed, among other things, that the DNC favored Hillary Clinton over Bernie Sanders in the presidential primary. While it’s not clear, the report does note that WikiLeaks posted that information just 12 days after Rich was killed.

However, U.S. intelligence officials believe Russia hacked into the DNC and allowed that information to be sent to WikiLeaks.

Full story:

---

K. Craine  May 16, 2017 at 12:26 PM

Email comment by GH:


Before Lois Lerner Targeted The Tea Party, She Helped The Clinton Foundation by Mark Tapscott.

Six years before she became the central figure in the IRS’s illegal targeting of Tea Party tax-exemption applicants, Lois Lerner cleared the way for the Clinton Foundation’s transformation from building a presidential library to being a $2 billion global political influence peddling machine, according to documents obtained by The Daily Caller News Foundation’s Investigative Group.

She helped accomplish this feat through a 2007 letter on two legal issues of such magnitude that it’s unlikely the Clinton nonprofit could have become what it is in 2017, 20 years after its creation.

The first issue concerned an otherwise innocuous sounding merger of two nonprofits, while the second issue centered around an unprecedented expansion of the foundation’s activities far beyond its tax-exempt mission.

“You recently furnished us information that the Clinton Foundation HIV-AIDS Initiative, Inc. merged with The William J. Clinton Foundation on Dec. 31, 2005,” Lerner wrote in an April 5, 2007, letter to the former president’s non-profit. “Based on the information submitted, we have determined that the merger does not affect your tax exempt status.”

Full story:

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/jfk-dismantle-rogue-cia.html
Here’s the AFI TIMELINE SUMMARY OF ALL THE CLINTON FOUNDATION NAMES:

On Oct. 23, 1997, Bill & Hillary Clinton incorporated the William J. Clinton Foundation in Arkansas, File No. 100152168. Since its inception, the foundation has operated and/or continues to operate under at least 30 "Pictitious Names" (Arkansas Secretary of State) including the names listed below.

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#clinton-foundation-formed

The Foundation name was changed to Bill, Hillary & Chelsea Clinton Foundation on Apr. 07, 2013.

Acceso Fund LLC (Columbia),
Bill, Hillary & Chelsea Clinton Foundation (BHCCF),
Ciudad Verde Amarillo Frailejon III (CVAF),
Clinton Climate Initiative (CCI),
Clinton Foundation (The) (TCF, CF),
Clinton Foundation HIV/AIDS Initiative (CFHAI),
Clinton Foundation Hong Kong (CFHK),
Clinton Foundation Insalingstiftelse (Sweden) (CFI),
Clinton Giustra Enterprise Partnership (CGEP),
Clinton Giustra Sustainable Growth Initiative (CGSGI),
Clinton Global Initiative (CGI),
Clinton Global Initiative - Asia (CFIA),
Clinton Global Initiative University (CGIU),
Clinton Health Access Initiative (CHAI),
Clinton Health Matters Initiative (CHMI),
Clinton Hunter Development Initiative (CHDI),
Clinton Institute (CI),
Clinton Small Business Initiative (CSBI),
Forty Two (FT),
No Ceiling (NC),
The Full Participation Project (TFPP),
The Clinton Foundation (TCF, CF),
The Clinton Initiatives (TCI, CI),
The Clinton Museum Store (TCMS, CMS),
The William J. Clinton Foundation (TWJCF, WJCF),
The William J. Clinton Presidential Center (TWJCPC, TWJCPL),
Too Small To Fail (TSTF),
West Wing (TCF, WW),
William J. C. Foundation (Clinton Foundation) (WJCF),
William J. Clinton Foundation (WJCF),
William J. Clinton Foundation (India) (WJCFI),
William J. Clinton Fndn (Kenya) Char Trust (WJCFKCT),
William J. Clinton Foundation UK (WJCFLK),
WJC Investments [William Jefferson Clinton, for profit] (WJC),
WJC, LLC [William Jefferson Clinton, for profit] (WJCLLC)

Williams & Connolly LLP was paid $88,200 in legal fees in 1998. Scandalously, the firm also represented the State Department in stonewalling discovery requests for Hillary Clinton emails related to The Clinton Foundation. See Aug. 23, 2015.

Steve Watson. (May 16, 2017). DRUDGE SLAMS MEDIA “BLOODSPORT” OF GOING AFTER TRUMP - Trump Detractors say he is more of a threat to the US than North Korea or ISIS. Infowars.
Conservative news aggregator Matt Drudge has hit out at the media, and specifically The Washington Post, after the newspaper announced that Newsroom staff “openly applauded” a traffic spike after publishing a story that attacked the president, accusing Trump of revealing sensitive information to Russian diplomats.

In a rare tweet, Drudge stated “WASHPOST Newsroom staff openly applauding at latest Trump hit finally clarifies how this has turned into nothing but a bloodsport!”

Follow
MATT DRUDGE ✅ @DRUDGE
WASHPOST Newsroom staff openly applauding at latest Trump hit finally clarifies how this has turned into nothing but a bloodsport!
4:25 AM - 16 May 2017
1,081 1,081 Retweets 1,709 1,709 likes

Drudge was responding to tweets by the Post’s Glenn Kessler who proudly bragged that applause had broken out in the newsroom when online viewing figures spiked above the record, previously set by a report in October when Trump’s infamous “locker room” audio was released.

“Applause in the newsroom as the Russia-leak scoop breaks the Hollywood Access record for most readers per minute,” Kessler wrote.

Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/drudge-slams-media-bloodsport-going-after-trump/

K. Craine 🃽 May 16, 2017 at 1:15 PM
Email comment by Newsmax:


Judge Andrew Napolitano said on Fox Business Monday that the late Justice Antonin Scalia told him “that he often thought that the court was being surveilled” roughly four or five years ago.

Napolitano appeared on the program to discuss the claim made by Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., accusing the Obama administration of spying on him and another senator.

“It’s about your own government spying on the opposition party,” Paul said on “America's News HQ” last week. “That would be enormous if it’s true.”

Full story:
http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/andrew-napolitano-antonin-scalia-obama-spied/2017/05/16/id/790439/

K. Craine 🃽 May 16, 2017 at 1:30 PM
Email comment by GH:

Sens. McCain & Johnson are at it again; Attacking American Workers!

Full tweet:
https://t.co/CgP9Cdj39w

K. Craine 🃽 May 16, 2017 at 2:35 PM
Email comment by GH:

It’s a real shame that the Left didn’t get this angry over the former Secretary of State’s email debacle. #JayLive
Americans for Innovation: JFK: DISMANTLE THE ROGUE C.I.A.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/jfk-dismantle-rogue-cia.html

Full tweet:
https://twitter.com/JaySekulow/status/864152405029552130

Reply

K. Craine ☑ May 17, 2017 at 5:46 AM

Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:


There’s no standing allegation by U.S. officials that the Russians (or anyone else) “hacked” into our elections system or altered vote counts.

So what are the allegations and facts as we know them?

The FBI and DHS released a brief joint report Thursday describing “Russian Malicious Cyber Activity.” It doesn’t include forensic proof of Russian government involvement in hacking efforts, but the administration is rushing a detailed, classified report to be delivered, at President Obama’s request, prior to President Trump taking office January 20.

The joint report can be summarized this way:

The U.S. believes two hacking groups tied to the Russian government are involved.

The U.S. has nicknamed the hacking groups “APT28” or “Fancy Bear,” and “APT29” or “Cozy Bear.” APT stands for “Advanced Persistent Threat.”

The U.S. believes the GRU, Russia’s military service, is behind APT28.

The U.S. believes the FSB, Russia’s counterintelligence agency headquartered in the building of the former KGB, is behind APT29.

The U.S. believes the groups accessed “a political party” by sending emails that tricked users into clicking links that planted malware or directed them to Russian servers.

The U.S. believes APT29 entered into “the party’s systems” in summer 2015, and APT28 in spring 2016.

The U.S. believes APT28 provided the stolen emails to WikiLeaks, which WikiLeaks denies.

Most of the 13-page joint report provides advice on how to secure computer networks.

Read the “Russian Malicious Cyber Activity” report

Full story:
https://sharylattkisson.com/eight-facts-on-the-russian-hacks/

Reply

K. Craine ☑ May 17, 2017 at 6:00 AM

Email comment by GH:

MOST TELLING ABOUT THIS ARTICLE IS HOW FEW VIEWERS AGES 25-54 THESE PROVIDERS HAVE IN PRIME TIME EACH DAY. MESSAGE: WE'RE NOT LISTENING TO YOUR YOUR FAKE NEWS, EVEN IF YOU ARE IMPRESSED WITH YOURSELVES.

They're an echo chamber with few listeners!

Last Monday:

MSNBC 662,000 viewers
CNN 608,000 viewers
Fox 499,000 viewers

That's it? The term “mainstream news” is therefore misleading. There is nothing mainstream about such small audiences.


Full story:
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/05/jfk-dismantle-rogue-cia.html
Americans for Innovation: JFK: DISMANTLE THE ROGUE C.I.A.


Reply

K. Craine  May 17, 2017 at 6:03 AM
Email comment by GH:


It has been almost a year since Democratic National Committee staffer Seth Rich was murdered in the nation's capital. There have been no solid answers about why he was killed until now.

Rich was shot and killed last July in Northwest D.C and police have suggested the killing in the District’s Bloomingdale neighborhood was a botched robbery. However, online conspiracy theories have tied the murder to Rich’s work at the DNC.

Just two months shy of the one-year anniversary of Rich’s death, FOX 5 has learned there is new information that could prove these theorists right.

Rod Wheeler, a private investigator hired by the Rich family, suggests there is tangible evidence on Rich’s laptop that confirms he was communicating with WikiLeaks prior to his death.

Full story:

Reply

K. Craine  May 17, 2017 at 6:08 AM

PROOF COMEY IS NOTHING BUT A LIAR AND POLITICAL HACK. ANY LIAR CAN MAKE UP LIES IN NOTES. WHY SHOULD WE BELIEVE ANYTHING HE SAYS OR WRITES? HIS SENATE AND HOUSE TESTIMONY HAS PROVED MANY TIMES THAT HE IS A LIAR.

ONCE A LIAR, ALWAYS A LIAR.


Disclosures on Tuesday that FBI Director James Comey wrote a memo in February saying President Donald Trump asked him to end the probe of Michael Flynn raised questions about why Comey did not come forward sooner.

"If James Comey was so fastidious about updating the Congress every time there was a major break in the investigations that he had confirmed the FBI was involved with, it seems curious why this memo would only be surfacing now after he’s been fired," Fox News correspondent James Rosen told Bret Baier.

"Why wasn’t he apprising anyone of this, what he had his supporters obviously see as an apparent obstruction of justice by the president.

"Why wasn’t he apprising any one of it in a more timely way?"

[ANY HONEST PERSON KNOWS THE ANSWER... BECAUSE HE FABRICATED THE EVIDENCE TO IMPROVE HIS POST-FBI IMAGE. HE’S A POLITICAL HACK WHO IS NOT TO BE TRUSTED.]

Full story:
http://www.newsmax.com/Politics/FBI-director-memo-James-Comey/2017/05/16/id/790553/

Reply

K. Craine  May 17, 2017 at 6:21 AM
Email comment by KL:
AFI DID A FULL ANALYSIS OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH POLICIES ON CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.

"""THE PRESIDENT IS EMPOWERED TO HANDLE CLASSIFIED INFORMATION IN ANY WAY HE DEEMS BEST IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST."""

OUR SO CALLED "MAINSTREAM" JOURNALISTS NEED TO START DOING THEIR HOMEWORK BEFORE THEY SHOOT THEIR MOUTHS OFF.

Full analysis:

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#presidential-globalist-technocracy

Reply

K. Craine  May 17, 2017 at 6:25 AM
Email comment by Joseph Farah:

Garth Kant. (May 17, 2017). DEAFENING SILENCE IN WASHINGTON AFTER DNC MURDER BOMBSHELL - Stunning revelation could throw wrench into Russian-hacking theory. WND.

WASHINGTON - It's the story no one want to touch because it is so potentially explosive.

And it's the murder mystery that could throw a wrench into the narrative that Russia hacked the Democratic Party's emails during the 2016 presidential election in order to influence the presidential election.

WND made numerous inquiries to lawmakers on both sides of the aisle, to the White House, Washington police and others, but received scant comment.

Full story:


Reply

K. Craine  May 17, 2017 at 7:13 AM
Email comment by Alex Jones:

Cassandra Fairbanks. (May 17, 2017). NAME OF CITY TRUMP ALLEGEDLY DISCLOSED TO RUSSIA LEAKED TO CNN - IN MARCH - Fake News media caught in their own web of deceit. Infowars / Big League Politics.

As the mainstream media and various unnamed "intelligence officials" continue to claim that information President Donald Trump shared with Russia could "put American lives in danger," they have been ignoring the fact that CNN had the same details all the way back in March.

This week, unnamed sources told the Washington Post that Trump had shared the name of an ISIS controlled city where a laptop threat had originated with Sergey V. Lavrov, the Russian foreign minister, and Sergey I. Kislyak, the Russian ambassador to the United States.

However, according to Jake Tapper, back in March CNN's Evan Perez had learned from "numerous officials" the name of the city and details of a computer bomb plot ISIS was planning to use on international flights. He goes on to say that the White House had warned Perez that reporting the information, including the city where the information was obtained, could put American lives in danger.

Full story:

https://www.infowars.com/cnn-was-leaked-name-of-city-trump-allegedly-disclosed-to-russia-in-march/

Reply

K. Craine  May 17, 2017 at 7:14 AM
Email comment by David Knight:


Mainstream media is painting James Clapper as a reluctant warrior, returning from retirement to fight for truth, justice and the American way, rather than the lying political hack who pried into our private lives and ripped the Constitution to pieces.

As Rand Paul has pointed out, the real investigation that needs to take place is whether the surveillance state was used as a political weapon in the last election.

Full story:

https://www.infowars.com/clapper-defender-or-destroyer-of-democracy-constitution/

Reply

K. Craine May 17, 2017 at 7:29 AM

Email comment by Andrew Follett:


Comedian Bill Nye’s new Netflix TV show, “Bill Nye Saves the Earth,” was harshly criticized on Reddit Tuesday for being too mean and political.

The post complains that Nye, who is well known for hosting a children’s TV show in the 1990s, left his objective “Science Guy” persona behind in favor of becoming blatantly political and bashing anyone who disagrees with him. The Reddit post received more than 71,000 upvotes and over 14,000 comments as of Tuesday evening. It has been “gilded” 8 times, and each of these means that someone on Reddit paid about $4 dollars to the author for writing it.

“I am about halfway through Bill Nye Saves the World, and I am completely disappointed. I’ve been a huge fan of Bill Bye since I was ten,” Reddit user Sloth859 wrote. “Bill Nye the Science Guy was entertaining and educational. Bill Nye Saves the World is neither. In this show he simply brings up an issue, tells you which side you should be on, and then makes fun of people on the other side.”

Full story:

http://dailycaller.com/2017/05/16/reddit-community-turns-to-full-scale-revolt-on-bill-nye/

Reply

K. Craine May 17, 2017 at 7:32 AM

Email comment by GK:


A Bangladeshi-born psychiatrist has slammed Muslims and the left for denying the link between female genital mutilation and Islam.

Tanveer Ahmed, a Muslim who runs a practice in Sydney’s northwest, has castigated people from the progressive side of politics who downplay a barbaric and life-threatening practice performed on girls in Muslim-majority nations from Africa to Asia.

He took aim at controversial Australian feminist author Germaine Greer, who last month likened depriving girls of future sexual pleasure with vaginal cosmetic surgery procedures.

Full story:

K. Craine  May 17, 2017 at 7:34 AM

Email comment by PJW:

Paul Joseph Watson. (May 17, 2017). CNN’S BASH ADMITS COMEY MEMO IS “DEEP STATE” REVENGE AGAINST TRUMP - They “know how to get back, even if you’re the president”. InfoWars.

CNN’s Dana Bash let slip the true motivation behind the release of the Comey memo when she acknowledged that it was part of the “deep state” taking revenge against President Trump.

In yet another anonymously sourced news story, the New York Times reported yesterday that they were told about a memo (without having seen it) where Trump told former FBI Director James Comey, “I hope you can see your way clear to letting this go, to letting Flynn go, he is a good guy. I hope you can let this go.”

The anti-Trump media immediately ran with hysterical headlines accusing Trump of obstructing justice, with several news anchors and columnists calling for his impeachment.

Full story:

Reply

K. Craine  May 17, 2017 at 3:47 PM

SPREAD THE ALARM ABOUT FORMER FBI DIRECTOR ROBERT MUELLER. HE IS BEING CONSIDERED BY THE ACTING DIRECTOR TO LEAD THE DUBIOUS "RUSSIAN INVESTIGATION."


ON DEEP STATE MOLE MUELLER:
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/03/betrayal-former-fbi-director-colluded.html

ON DEEP STATE MOLE MERRICK GARLAND:
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/03/obama-nomimates-spy-state-consiglieri.html

The choice of Mueller to lead a “Russia investigation” is CYA for the Deep State IMHO and will surely result in FABRICATED EVIDENCE that they will use as the pretext to begin impeachment proceedings against our President.

Spread the word NOW!

Reply

K. Craine  May 17, 2017 at 3:49 PM

MORE ON DEEP STATE MOLE MERRICK GARLAND AND HIS SPY STATE SPONSOR ROBERT MUELLER:


Reply

K. Craine  May 18, 2017 at 5:07 AM
Email comment by GH:


Murdered DNC staff member Seth Rich has been now been linked to Wikileaks, or at least his laptop has. Yet more evidence his death may have been part of a plan to stop the leaks from destroying the DNC.

Full story [VIDEO]:

https://youtu.be/GS9E3Ucw0-A

Reply

**K. Craine**  May 18, 2017 at 5:09 AM

Spread the alarm.


https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/03/betrayal-former-fbi-director-colluded.html

The choice of Mueller to head a “Russia investigation” is CYA for the Deep State IMHO and will surely result in FABRICATED EVIDENCE that they will use as the pretext to begin unfounded impeachment proceedings against the President.

Spread the alarm.


**K. Craine**  May 18, 2017 at 5:11 AM


It isn’t uncommon for United States citizens to become enemies and eventually victims of the deep state.

Full story:


**K. Craine**  May 18, 2017 at 5:15 AM

Millie Weaver. (May 17, 2017). DEAD DEMOCRAT STAFFER LEAKED TO WIKILEAKS NOT RUSSIANS? New evidence may reveal the true source of the DNC leaks. Infowars.

New evidence has surfaced regarding Democrat Staffer Seth Rich, who mysteriously died right after the “DNC Leaks” were released by Wikileaks during the 2016 election.

A private investigator claims DC police have been given a stand down order and have been conducting a covering up over Rich’s murder.

He also claims Rich’s computer showed evidence of Rich having sent emails to Wikileaks.

Full story:

K. Craine May 18, 2017 at 5:13 AM
Alex Jones, Paul Joseph Watson. (May 17, 2017). LIVE: IF TRUMP IS IMPEACHED, BEWARE! What the world will look like if Trump is taken down. Infowars.

Alex Jones breaks down the absurd calls by the establishment for President Donald Trump’s impeachment.

Full story:
https://www.infowars.com/live-if-trump-is-impeached-beware/

K. Craine May 18, 2017 at 5:18 AM
Sean Hannity. (May 18, 2017). KUCINICH: ‘DEEP STATE’ TRYING TO ‘DESTROY THE TRUMP PRESIDENCY’ He said there is a “politicization” of intentionally nonpartisan agencies that has resulted in leaks to the press and a “threat to our republic”. Infowars / Fox News.

Former Rep. Dennis Kucinich (D-Ohio) said Americans must put party politics aside and acknowledge that the federal government is “under attack from within.”

Full story:

K. Craine May 18, 2017 at 5:20 AM
Chris Menahan. (May 18, 2017). DEPUTY AG ROD ROSENSTEIN STABS TRUMP IN THE BACK, BASKS IN MEDIA PRAISE - Let it all come out. Destroy these bastards who are trying to destroy you and America. Infowars.

Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein did the deep state’s bidding on Wednesday by appointing a special prosecutor to derail Donald Trump’s presidency.

Without even so much as contacting the White House, Rosenstein appointed former FBI Director Robert Mueller as special counsel to investigate phony “Russian influence” in the 2016 presidential election.

Mueller headed the FBI from September 4, 2001 to September 4, 2013, under both Bush and Obama, throughout the period of our intelligence agencies massively expanding their power under the Patriot Act to become the totalitarian spy agencies we have today with “total information awareness.”

Full story:

K. Craine May 18, 2017 at 5:24 AM
Chris Menahan. (May 18, 2017). LEGAL EXPERT JON TURLEY: ‘COMEY MEMO OFFERS NO PROOF FOR I PE CH ENT OF TR P’ N   k  h
No one knows what was actually written in Comey's notes. Infowars.

George Washington University law professor Jonathan Turley said Wednesday that former FBI Director James Comey's memo offers "no proof for impeachment" of President Donald Trump.

Full story:

---

K. Craine May 18, 2017 at 5:26 AM

Michael Snyder. (May 18, 2017). THE TRUMP ARMY IS TAKING THE NAMES OF THE TREASONOUS REPUBLICANS THAT ARE SUGGESTING TRUMP SHOULD BE IMPEACHED - Now that they smell blood, a number of treasonous Republicans are openly talking of impeaching Donald Trump even though there is no evidence that he has committed any crimes. Infowars / End of the American Dream.

Never before has a president had so many members of his own party so eager to stick a knife in his back.

Now that they smell blood, a number of treasonous Republicans are openly talking of impeaching Donald Trump even though there is no evidence that he has committed any crimes. A New York Times article that reported that a memo exists in which FBI Director James Comey documented a conversation between himself and President Trump during which he was encouraged "to end the investigation into former national security adviser Michael Flynn" sent shockwaves through Washington on Wednesday. Almost immediately, members of both parties began suggesting that Trump could be impeached. But as I detailed in another article earlier today, the elements for obstruction of justice simply are not there even if everything that Comey is claiming is true.

It may have been inappropriate for Trump to have such a discussion with Comey, but no laws were broken.

Full story:
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Email comment by DL:


RUSH: We don't know the context of the Comey letter. It's being presented as Trump trying to interfere in an investigation, something Barack Obama actually did with the acquiescence of James Comey to clear Hillary Clinton! Obama actually did what Trump is being alleged to have done. You know this phrase, "I hope you can see your way to letting this go..."? Do you know who often uses a phrase like that? Psychiatrists, to people, patients who are obsessive-compulsives. "I hope you can let this go." I hope you're gonna be able to... 'Cause whatever...

I mean, they're trying to say that Trump was trying to shut down the investigation. How did that work? I think every investigation under the sun is still going on, isn't it? With no evidence! Trump's really horrible. If his idea was to shut down investigation of Flynn or of the Russia collusion, they're both still ongoing, and there's nothing that has stopped them. And even the FBI's second in command says that no effort has been made to stop the investigation. That's the whole premise that the media is relying on with the Comey memo. Yeah.

Full story:
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Rep. Trey Gowdy (R-S.C.), who took himself off the short list of possible replacements for former FBI Director James Comey, said history “will be nicer” to Comey once classified details surrounding the investigation of Hillary Clinton goes public.

Gowdy’s statement also indirectly confirms an Infowars report from July 7 in which an anonymous FBI source said the reason why Comey didn’t prosecute Clinton over Emailgate was because it would pit the FBI against the “rest of Washington D.C.” due to so many high-level politicians implicated by Clinton’s crimes.

Full story:
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